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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 19. 1977 lk Per Copy
Jim Feltner — New Principal
Feltner Is Approved As New
Principal At North Elementary
Jim Feltner, currently serving u
assistant principal at Calloway County
High School, has been recommended
and approved for the position of piin-
cipal of North Elementary School.
County Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
cited a "broad-based faculty support"
as a prime reason for his recom-
mendation of Feltner for the principal's
position, which was vacated when
current lirincipal Johnny Bohannon
accepted the position of supervisor of
instruction in the county school board
office.
The Calloway County School Board,
meeting this morning, unanimously
approved Feltner for the new position.
In other personnel matters, Calloway
High School Band Director Terry
Goodwin submitted his resignation
from the school system, effective at the
end of this school year.
Feltner began teaching 15 years ago
as a classroom teacher in the Savannah
Chatham County School System in
Savannah, Georgia. Two years later he
moved Co the Trigg County High School
in Cadiz. In the summer of 1966, he
completed his master's degree in ad-
ministration at Murray State
University, and accepted the position
City School Band i To Present
Special Performance On May 26
The marching bands of the Murray
City School System will present a
special performance at Roy Stewart
Stadium on Thursday, May 26, at eight
p. m.
The "Band-O'Rama" will present all
four of the marching bands, with about
430 students, constituting one-fifth of
the entire student number in the school
system.
This will be the premiere per-
formance of the Sixth Grade Beginner
Band. They will play "Join the
Parade."
The Seventh Grade Band will follow
with "March of the First Guard," and
the eighth Grade Band will march to
the "Citadel."
Completing the pass in review will be
the Murray High Band, with a special
arrangement of "Cathedral Chorus."
The primary purpose of the evening
is to give the citizens of Murray the
opportunity to see the routine that the
Murray High Band will present when
they compete for the National Cham-
pionship in Whitewater, Wisconsin,
June 2,3, and 4.
The Middle School Bands are the
special guests of the eveting, and each
Some Of Gymnastics
To Be Taken Out Of
Cheerleading Routines
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Rulesznakers are taking some of the
fancier gymnastics routines out of
cheerleading in Kentucky in the in-
terest of safety.
Increasing numbers of cheerleaders
are being injured due to gymnastics in
their routines, so the Kentucky
Association of Pep Organizations has
approved several rule changes. _
Pat Dooley of Lexington, president of
the association, says some school
superintendents wanted to go even
further than the changes already
approved.
The changes, approved by the
association's board of directors last
week:
—Disallow flip dismounts including
those from minature trampolines.
—Restrict mounts — in which
cheerleaders stand, kneel or sit on each
other io form a pyramid — to no more
inside today
than two people high.
—Outlaw all toe and thigh pitches,
when one one cheerleader rests on
another's- foot or thigh and is thrown
into the air.
Mrs. Dooley met with the Central
Kentucky Superintendent's Association
Wednesday to discuss cheerleader
safety.
Some superintendents seemed
satisfied with the changes, but others
want to eliminate gymnastics entirely
from the competition, Mrs. Dooley said.
The Kentucky Association of Pep
Organizations is made up of
cheerleading sponsors and other people
interested in cheerleading. It creates
the rules for competition among
cheerleading squads.
Mrs. Dooley said the full organization
will vote in October on a board proposal
to drastically change scoring at
cheerleading competitions to de-
emphasize gymnastic routines.
One Section — 16 Pages
The slugs of type must be getting pretty stickey in
"Garrott's Galley." M. C., our twice weekly columnist has
another peanut butter story for you today on the Opinion
Page, page 5.
MSC golfer Kevin Klier has won the OVC championship.
For a report on this, and other sports action, see today's
Sports Section, pages 6, 7, and 8.
clear and mild
Clear and mild tonight. Mostly
clear and warm on Friday with a
slight chance of afternoon
thundershowers. Lows tonight in
the low to upper 60s. Highs
,Friday in the mid to upper 80s.
Winds light and variable tonight.
Rain chances 20 per cent tonight
and 30 per cent on Friday.
today's index








Classifieds  12, 13, 14, 15
Deaths di Funerals 16
- -as principal of Hazel Elementary
School in 1966. He became assistant
principal at Calloway High School after
receiving his master's plus 30 hours
certification for school leaders in 1970.
While at Calloway High, he has
served as senior sponsor and sponsor of
the student council. He is a member of
the Murray Civitan Club, Phi Delta
Kappa, West Kentucky Administration
Association, Calloway County
Education Association, First District
Education Association, Kentucky
Association of School Acimini.stratoors,
of the bands will pass in review on the
track at Roy Stewart Stadium, This will
be followed by the performance of the
high school band.
several area band directors for the
Also included is a critique session by Murray May Be Strong Contender
benefit of the high school band.
There will be several judges on the
field, as well as in the press box during\IF
tvhi7sce=g hu:t itinbee irsi or National Guard Armory
basically the same one that was per-
Kentucky Education Association,
National Education Association, Band
Boosters, Athletic Boosters Club,
Parent Teacher Association, and the
Murray-Calloway County Recreational
Association.
Feltner and his wife, who is a seventh
grade teacher at North Calloway
Elementary, have two children,
Tammy a junior, and Tim a freshman
at Calloway High.
In other business, the school board
approved several personnel items, and
approved payment of 817,500 to Crouch
Construction on the cafeteria and
library improvements at Calloway
- High. The board is holding • an ad-
ditional $17,500 as st retaining fund to
insure completion of the project, which
is in its final stages.
Most certified staff Positions in the
system are filled, however, Dr. Rose
pointed out that there are still some
openings in the elementary schools for
certified staff, and that there is at least
one opening for a math teacher, at the
high school that have not been filled
yet.
DISCUSS ARMORY POSSIPILITIES—Several local cis ic, business and government officials met Wednesday af-
ternoon to discuss the possibility of a National Guard Armory being constructed in Calloway County. The grodp
agreed that community-wide support for the project would be necessary in order for the armory to be approved.
Calloway County fudge Robert 0 Miller told the group that he has reason to believe that Calloway County is a
strong contender for an armory.
formed successfully last fall with The possibility that Murray may be a
alterations to fit the rules of the strong contender for the location of a
nationals. National Guard Armory was revealed
The show has been lengthened by at a meeting of several local civic and
almost 241 minutes to fit in the eight to business leaders here yesterday._
ten minute time regulations of the "I have good reason to believe that
nationals. "McArthur Park" concert we could get a National Guard Armory
feature has also been added. at no cost to the community other than
Following the first performance, the for five acres of land," County Judge
guest judges will have the opportunity Robert O. Miller told the group.
to relate their suggestions to the band Miller said that the main thing
members followed by a second per- needed at this time would be a corn-
formance of the routine. mitment from the community that
"We invite the entire community to support for the armory is aisured
be with us at eight p. m. Thursday, May locally.
26, at Stewart Stadium," Band director The group decided that an armory
Joe Sills said. "There is no admission would be an asset to the community
charge. We also want to thank everyone agreed to .write letters of support to
who has supported the bands this year Kentucky National Guard Adj. Gen.
and pledge to do our best to represent Richard Frymire. .Murray and Kentucky in a most It was pointed out that Frymire had
respectable manner," he concluded, recently expressed concern over
Ati'Veart•Pt.,,,Ile;N! •
recruiting problems faced by the Foundation on U. S. 641 N. and a site in
National Guard in Kentucky and that the present Murray-Calloway County
the location of an Armory here could be Park.
an asset to the guard. It was also pointed out that an ar-
The closest armory in Kentucky to mory in, a community .has many ad-
Murray presently is at Hickman. An vantages in that it provides a place for
armory is also located at Paris, Tn., many communities activities, much
and it was pointed out that many hke a civic center.
Calloway County residents in the past The importance of showing corn-
have joined the Tmmessee National munity support for the project was
Guard because of tht closeness of the stressed and individual or -organization
Paris armory. wishing to show their support for the
Miller told the group that the armory armory was urged to write Adj. Gen.
would be constructed and maintained Richard Frymire, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
by federal and state funds and that the Among those present at the meeting
only cost to the community would be to were 'city and coulity, officials. -
provide the five acres of land for the -representatives of various local civic
location of the armory. clubs, officers of .local financial in-
Several possible sites for the armory, stitutions, representatives of the local
if approved for Calloway County, were Chamber of Corrunerce and Industrial
mentioned. Among them were the Foundation, MSU representatives and
property owned by the Industrial several businessmen.
'Checker Room' Keeps Its
Crowd Come Rain Or Shine
By PETE WYRO
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Hernando had his "hideaway" and
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
made the "Hole in the Wall" famous,
but who ever heard of the "Checker
Room?"
No, it's not associated with any
fugitives from justice, although it uced
to be a detention center for the county
and still bears the distinction of alinvy
with steel grated doors.
It's walls are green, pea green. in
fact, and the furnishings are simp;e
several small tables, a few chairs, and.
in the winter, a couple of trash can lids
with sand for the smokers who frequent
this small enclave on the third floor of
the Calloway County Court house.
This is the place that the Courtyard
gallery heads to when the weather
keeps them from occupying thou-
favorite benches around the city
square, or when they feel the urge for a
fast, friendly game of cards or
checkers.
That, by the way, is how it came to be
'called the "Checker Room."
The admission fee is a smile ar.d a
friendly attitude toward the "steady"
customers. And if one sits back and
takes in the sights and sounds he's
likely to get the feel of authentic
"rustic" America.
On one rainy day, recently, the
players had already peeled the de:'k
and dealt the cards when one onlooker
arrived.
An older g7p , definitely a senior
bememr of gatheiing, lounged
comfortably in a wooden swivel chair
taking in the action at a nearby table
while he worked a chow of tobacco
around his cheeks, occassionally
spitting a portion into a plastic cup he
held in his lap.
Another put 'down his cigar long
enough to look over his cards for a
game of Spades, then re-inserted it into
the corner of his mouth and called out
his bid.
"I bid four," he forecast.
"Five," sounded the gent to his left.
"Take it," said the first mah's par-
tner adding, "but I'm gonna set you for
sure."
Soon the discards were made and the
game got on in earnest. The sound of
the cards being slapped onto the table
filled much of the "Checker Room'
walls with an occassional grunt as the
cards didn't fall as one of the par-
ticipants wanted.
Quickly, though, the hand is over, the
score is tallied, and it .is time for
another hand.
It is this simple pleasure and relaxing
pace which brings the visitors to the
Checker Room, whether it is for a game
of checkers, or a game of cards.
There is no gambling. All is in the
name of fun and a good time is pretty
much had by all.
In fact, according to K. B. MeCuiston
who farms about two miles east of
Murray and has made several trips
from his farm to the Checker Room,
"This is a place for us to come and pass
the time. We all get along and enjoy it
here and 1 have never seen anyone get
mad while they were playing here."
Leaving the room and getting to the
bottom of the stairs one maalooked
back and said, "Young fella, you come
back sometime. This is a real friendly
place and we like coming here. Heck, I
bet I've run twelve 'miles going up and
down these stairs today." And, he in-
dicated, he would "probably be back
tomorrow."
So while it's not the "Hole iu the
wall;" Hernando's Hideaway, ot even
the Big Apple, the Checker Room keelis
its crowd, come rain or shine.
DEAL 'EM AGAIN —k B. McCuiston (in the center) and some Of the other
Checker Room "visitors" look over their hands as they pass time at their
own version of fun. At left is Woodrow Rickman.
Staff Photcrbr Pete .VVvro
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Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Larry Ragsdale at
seven p. in.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p. m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30
p. m.
East Calloway Elementary
School FTC will have a
potluck supper at the school.
Women of the Moose will
have executive session at
seven p. m. and business
session at eight p. m. at the
lodge hall.
0 Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at seven p. m.
Food preservation
workshop will be held at the
Calloway County Extension
office, 209 Maple Street,
Murray, at ten a. m and at
seven p. m. Public invited.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at 6:30 p. m. with M. C.
Garrott, chairman, assisted
by Jimmy D. Clopton, Henry
Fylton, and Cecil Farris.
All members, wives of
members, and widows of
former members of the
Baraca (Clayborne Jones)
Sunday School Class of the
First Baptist Church are in-
' vited to a supper at the
Fellowship Hall of the church
at six p.m.
Friday, May 20
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Columbus Belmonte State
Park with Charlie' and Gayle
Adams as wagonmasters. A
potluck supper will be held
Saturday night. Note change
from dates listed from wrOng
information on Saturday.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
in. to three p. m. and a fun
night at six p.
Play, "It's Cold In Them
Thar Hills," will be presented
by Speech and Drama Class at
East Calloway Elementary at
7:30 p. m.
Reservations for the dinner
meeting on Monday of the
Murray Woman's Club should
be made today with the
department chairmen.
Nocturnal Discovery Walk
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
8:30 p. m.
Murray Chapter No. 50 of
the Disabled American
Veterans will meet at the
ArnericadLegion Hall at 7:30
p. m.
Saturday, May 21
Cruising Class Regatta will
open with registration at eight
a. m. at Kenlake Sailing Club
marina.
Little River Canoe Tour will
start at Lake Barkley Marina
at 8:30 a. m.
Seniority Salute for senior
citizens will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at ten a. m. •
Saturday, May 21 •
Murray Shrine Club will
have a dinner meeting at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6:30 p. m.
Tryouts for both boys and
girls will be held at the
Kirksey Baseball Club field
with The girls at ten a. m. and
the boys at eleven a. m.
Chapter M of the PEO will
have a luncheon at twelve
noon at the home of Mrs. H. I..
Oakley with Mrs. Lewis
Bossing as cohostess.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the-Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Eagle Court of Honor for
Boy Scout Troops 13 and 45
with Senator Wendell Ford as
special guest will be at the
First United Methodist
Church at 3:30 p. m.
Flea market will be held by
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women at
the church starting at eight a.
m.
Sunday, May 22
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Robinson of Hazel will be
honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Dees Bank of Hazel from two
to four p. m.
Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant, sponsored by Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority of the
Woodmen of the World, will be
held at the Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will have an installation if
new officers at the new lodge
hall at two p. m.
BETTY JO WARD, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Ward,
North Twelfth Street,
Murray, received her BHS
degree from the University





May 8 in Memorial
Coliseum. She will now be





General Burn Center, Fort
Sam Houston, San Antonio,
Texas, through the month of
August. She is a graduate of
Murray High Schpol and at-
tended Murray High School
and attended Murray State
University before tran-





By Abigail Van Buren
1977 t The CThcag, Tr,Oune N Y News Synd IC
DEAR ABBY: I was saddened-by the recent letter con-cerning the birth of an abnormal child. The parents weredepressed, and friends wondered if they should acknow-ledge the birth or "ignore the tragedy."
I am the biological mother of six children, and I, too.dreamed of the "perfect" infant during my pregnancies. Ican understand the trauma associated with the birth of an"imperfect" child. But if only these parents can see theirway through this initial period of shock, guilt and dismay.these emotions will subside, and they might learn to rec-ognize the magnificent human, spirit that lives within eachand every one of these children. Each child has somethingunique to give. To see the child who is "slow" achieving hislevel of accomplishment, no matter how small, is so grati-fying!
As parents of 19 children-13 of whom are adopted andeight of whom are severely handicapped—we, too, havelearned a beautiful lesson. The child who is handicapped,be it physically or mentally, is possessed of a certain spark.perhaps a compensating factor put there by God.Whatever it may be, if we, the so-called "normal" peoplewill nourish that spark, we will discover that not only thelives of these children but also ours will be immeasurablyenriched.
GRATEFUL
DEAR GRATEFUL: Thank you for a beautiful letter,which gives me the opportunity to publicize AASK (Aid toAdoption of Special Kids), a non-profit, publicly supported,tax-exempt organization. AASK serves as an adoptionagency, exclusively for handicapped children with specialneeds. For information write to Box No. 11212, Oakland,Calif. 94611.
DEAR ABBY: Our 18-year-old daughter has graduated -from high-school and has a steady job, so now she says shecan da.as she pleases. She is living at home, but pays noroom or board.
Her "old-fashioned" parents want to know if we have theright to .set some rules for her. We have asked her to behome by 1 a.m. when she goes out on a date.. (She's beencoming home anywhere from 2 a.m. until 4:30.) When 'weobject to her going to her boyfriend's bachelor apartmentto watch TV for an evening, she says we have "dirtl,minds."
She tells us if we don't "get off her back" she will moNt,out and rent with girlfriends. We want her to live at homeShe wants to be independent. Please give us some guide-lines.
BEWILDERED
DEAR BEWILDERED: Tell your daughter to sit downwith a pencil and paper, and figure out exactly how "in-dependent" she is. Tell her that when she is able to supportherself entirely—which means paying for room, board,clothes, transportation, entertainment, travel, doctor,dentist, and insurance—then she may live where shechooses and by her own rules. But as long as she lives withyou, she will have to live by yours.
"CONFIDENTIAL TO "SILVER SPRINGS": All men doNOT cheat on their wives. But it's a pretty safe bet thatthe man who says that they do cheats on his!
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose along, self-addressed, stamped 12441 envelope.
Work Day To Be
At Bear Creek
A special work day to get
Camp Bear Creek in shape for
camping this summer will be
held Saturday, May 21,
designated as WORK DAY.
Bar-b-que sandwiches and
drinks will be furnished.
If this work is not done by
volunteers — fathers,
mothers, brothers, sisters,
scouts — the camp will have to
Sometimes even the tooth fairyneeds a loan.





Southside Shopping ar. Tel. 753-6702
Sri
pay someone to do it, and
persons can save the Scouts
thousands of dollars by
volunteering one day of their
time, a scout spokesman said.
Persons having the
following tools are asked to
please bring them: heavy duty
wheel barrow, long handle
shovel, pointed cement
trowels, 18 inch 'blade or
larger chain saws; single and
double blade axe, paint roller
with long nap for concrete
blocks, paint and trim
brushes, 5 ton or larger jack,
pipe wrenches, pipe cutters,
pipe threaders, electrical tools
for wiring, carpenter tools for
building steps, tin snips for
cutting screen wire, six foot
ladder, wire brushes, portable
paint sprayer for spraying
steel beds, rags, washing
detergent and bleach for
mattress covers, and disin-
fectant for ma'ttresses.
Registrations should be"made by today, May 19, to theBear Creek Girl Scout
Council, 540 N. 32, Paducah, orto Judy Giovannucci, 1406
Mimosa Lane, Benton.
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Miss Felicia Housden
Is Honored At Shower
Miss Felicia Housden,
bride-elect of Bobby Hill, was
the honoree at a delightfully
planned bridal shower held at
the fellowship hall of the South
Grove United Methodist
Church on Friday, April 29, at
seven p. m. with Miss Leah
Hill and Miss Earlene Cooper
as hostesses.
"A Hat Full Of Wishes" was
the theme of the shower. The
board was decorated with a
hat and spring flowers by Mrs.
Mavis McCamish. The color
scheme was green and yellow.
The refreshment table was
overlaid with a lace cloth and
centered with a lovely bouquet
of yellow carnations and
gladioli. The cups and napkins
were in a yellow color scheme
as was the bridal cake.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a floor
length dress with matching
jacket of solid yellow. She
wore a necklace, gift of her
fiance, and her engagement
ring with another diamond





By CE. CILY BROWNSTONEAssociated Press Food Editor
MAKE-AREAL) DINNER
Chicken R.ice Curry ChutneyGreen Peas Green SaladFruit Compote Beverage
'CHICKEN RICE CURRY
Curry powder may be de-creased for a blander dish.
1 cup converted rice
2 tablespoons butter
4 teaspoons curry powder
3 tablespoons flour
2 cans each 103/4 ounces) _condensed chicken broth,
undiluted
11 cup water
3 cups 1-inch pieces cooked
skin-free chicken
31 cup canned flaked coconut
Cook rice according to pack-
age directions. • In a medium
saucepan over low heat melt
the butter; stir in the curry
powder and flour. Off heat,
gradually stir in the chicken
broth find water, keeping
smooth. Over moderately low
heat, stirring constantly, cook
until thickened and boding.
Makes about P. cups sauce.)
Mix about 2 cups of the sauce
with the rice and spread half of
the mixture in an 8 by 8 by 2
inch baking dish. Scatter chick-
en over this rice. Spread re-
maining rice mixture over
chicken. Sprinkle with the coco-
nut. Refrigerate, covered. Bake
in a preheated 375-degree oven
until hot through and coconut is
toasted — about 20 minutes.
Mcanwhile, reheat remaining
sauce and pass separately.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.
mother of the bride-elect,
wore a black blouse with pink
floor length skirt. Mrs. Bob
Hill, mother-in-law to be of the
honoree, was attired in a
green floor length dress. Each
of the mothers had corsages of
two white carnations.
Guests signed the register




Mrs. Jerry Tucker, the
former Donna Boggess before
their recent wedding, has been
complimented with three
bridal events.
The first was a personal
shower held at the home of
Miss Sharon Buchanan.
Mrs. Charles B. Stark, Mrs.
J. R. Smith, Mrs. Howard
McCallon, Mrs. Wayburn
Wyatt, Mrs. Danny Nix, Mrs.
Billy Rue Nix, Mrs. Charles
Tucker, and Mrs. Prentice
Tucker were hostesses for a
shower held at the Ellis
Community Center.
Another shower was held by
the sisters of Mrs. Tucker at
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Mrs. Tucker is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hampton
Boggess of Dexter Route One,
and Mr. Tucker is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker of
Kirksey Route One. They are
residing on Kirksey Route One
where Mr. Tucker is engaged
in farming and also employed
at Ryan Milk Company.
- NOW OPEN
FIEPL ACE
S H.0 PP E -
Hwy. 641 - OLYMPIC PUZA-Murray, Ky. 42071Ph. (502) 7534150 Boors 10a. m.-5:30 p. m. Mon-Sat.
Friday 10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.







It uses combustible air from the outsideso you'll save money on the inside.
MOst Conventional fireplaces use the already heated insideroom air for combustion. The new Martin OCTA-THERMdraws cool outside air into the firebox for combustion...andkeeps the warm room air inside where it belongs. A totallynew concept in fireplaces designed to maximize efficiency andsave heating cost,
*It provides up to 42,600 BTU's per hour of additionalheat.
*It's capable of circulating supplemental heat to -3 roomsthrough direct ducts. -
,'Zero-clearance'. May be supported and surrounded withstandard building materials, combustible or not.*Optional fan packages available for improved heat dis-tribution.
Martin's new OCTA-THERM circulating
fireplace. It's the newest most energy-saving fidea in beautiful fireplaces ever.
ee5If you're planning to build or remodel
your home, look intoone today.
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Sizes infants thru 14 30% off!
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David Balentine, through the Kentucky
Sheriff's Association is and has been a full sup-
porter of SHERIFF'S BOYS RANCH. This camp
is fully supervised and supported by the
Sheriffs and Deputies of Kentucky. The ranch
is not just for delinquets_it is an effort to
guide all children in the right direction. This is
, CRIME PREVENTION at its best!
Your vote for David Balentine For Sheriff is a
vote to help guide your children in the rights
and responsibility of good citizenship. David
Balentine has devoted a lot of time and effort
to our young citizens, AND WILL CONTINUE
TO DO SO AS SHERIFF.
This is just one more way that Balentine can
help you. There is only one way he can do it




For Sheriff, May 24
Paid for by David Salentine
Wedding Planned
Miss Darryel Paschall
and J. T. Lee
The engagement and approaching marriage of Darryel
Paschall to J. T. Lee was announced today. Miss Paschall is
the daughter of Maggie Paschall of Murray and Barney
Paschall of Hazel. Mr. Lee is the son of Dorothea Lee of
Louisville and Zane Lee of Madison, In.
Miss Paschall is a graduate of Murray High School and at-
tended Murray State University where she majored in
business education. Mr. Lee graduated from Fern Creek High
School in Louisville, and is presently an art major at Murray
State University.
The wedding will take place at Memorial Baptist Church at
1:30 p. m. on Saturday, July 9. All friends and relatives are in-
vited. Only out-of-town invitations are being sent.
North Fork .News----
Family Visits In Home Of
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
By Mrs. R. D. Key
May 2, 1977
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr, and
Morris Jenkins visited the
Jacksons in Gleason, Tn., on
Sunday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
Howard Morris visited Charlie
Olive on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Orr
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Rickie
Orr and sons, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Veasey and baby, Mr.
and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher, and
Miss Sylvia Kuykendall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Lynn Fletcher ancrnew baby
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon
Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Othel
Paschall, and Arlin Paschall
visited Mrs. Holice Grooms on
Sunday. Visitors on MOnday




Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, left Wed-
nesday for Roseville, Mich., to
visit Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter, Tabitha. They
returned home Saturday
afternoon. While there Mr.
and Mrs. Frances Deering,
Mrs. Ovie WiLsorr,-- Mr. and
Mrs. Berthal Grooms, and
Kim Grooms visited in the Lee
home. We enjoyed being with
them so much. Bro. Lee is
enjoying the work in his
church, and have a nice
Teams, Groups, Classes
1 - 8x10








parsonage to reside in at
Roseville and said the people
had been very nice to them.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
and children,---Rickie and
Bryan, visited in the home of
Howard Morris and Douglas
Vandyke on Sunday. Bro. Orr
started a revival at Central
Point Baptist Church with
Bro. Warren Sykes on Sunday.
Everyone seemed to enjoy
the homecoming at North
Fork Sunday with the good
singing and lots of food at the
noon hour. Bro. Phelps
brought a good message on
Sunday morning.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs
Jessie Paschall, and Howard
Morris attended church at
Central Point Sunday night
and enjoyed a message by
Bro. Orr, and a special in song
by Mitch Sykes, Robert Elks,
and Dana Nicholas.
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle
Hopkins' and children of
Cincinnati, Ohio, spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins of Paris, Tn
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley of Memphis, Tn., last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
and Mr. and Mrs. Odelle
Hopkins and children visited
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
on Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Ov, en





Airings for the Beginr.ers
Group of the Women's Tennis
at the Murray Country Club
for play on Monday, May 23, St
nine a. m. are as follows'.
Court No. One — Frances
Hulse, Kathy Mattis, Bllie
Cohoon, and Vicki Miller
Court No. Two — Janey
Ryan, Betty Sue Buckingham,
Nancy Ryan, and Marilyn
Adkins.
Court No. Three — .:ane
Hall, Sheila Grogan, Leta
Rushing, and Yvonne Hamby
Court No. Four — Pat
Binford, Jan Wilson, '(arol t-cup. These items are the latest





FOR FRIDAY, MAY 20, 1977
What kind of day , will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Follow your best judgment
now. Even if you should make
Mistakes. they're YOURS —
and less troublesome than those
caused by another's well-
intentioned but erroneous ad-
vice.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211 b°67,
An excellent outlook) Day's
activities should prove even
more successful than an-
ticipated; could even act as a
springboard . to further
progress.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
The old saw about the pen
being mightier than the sword
has not lost its validity. Now's
the time to use your innate gift
for writing — and get what you
want.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Some •strain in key
associations possible. Probe
deeply to find the cause, the
better to cope with it ef-
fectively. In any case, keep
your sense of humor intact.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) ftWtZ
A period for reviewing. You
may have to change some
procedures, systems, tie up




(Aug..24 to Setp. 23) WP.
Some excellent opportunities
indicated but, with them, a few
more responsibilities. Accept
them graciously and you will
reap fine dividends later.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 4"r1
Consider new methods and
techniques, but don't overreach
your capacities. Neither be
overanxious. Impress others
with your poise and good
judgment.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
..Aspects indicate the
possibility of some deception in
your area. Be alert and ready to
counteract with firmness.
Above all, avoid Those who have
deceived you before.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Be ready to face competition.
You usually enjoy the
stimulation of this, but dosi't
burn the candle at both ends in
your desire to get ahead. Easy
does it!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Not much Planetary help
here. In general, it would be
better to stick to routine mat-
ters. Perhaps, too, to take a
little time to make some long-
range plans.
AQUARIUS •
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ---,
Some astute checking could
save you time, prevent wasted




Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Pay no heed to glowing
reports or sensational rumors
— especially if finances are
involved. Keep on an even keel
and you should do well.
`ror,-1
!ker.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant in-
tellect and a special affinity for
healing. You could make a
great success in any aspect of
the medical profession — as
physician, surgeon, nurse; may
even make great discoveries
which alleviate suffering or
bring about swifter cures. You
are a humanitarian at heart and
are a constant source of joy and
comfort to the underprivileged.
You have other talents, too, and
could succeed in business —
especially as a publisher or a
dealer in real estate; in a
profession, as a corporation
lawyer or diplomat; as a writer,
musician or agriculturist.
'though you love to travel, you
are devoted to home and family,
and there is an artistic touch to
everything you do. Birthdate of:
Honore de Balzac, French
novelist; Jean L. Agassis,
naturalist.
FROZEN YOGURT
When the youngsters want a
nutritious snack, give them
frozen yogurt in push-up sticks
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Brighter, strappier, just-for-the-fun-of-it sun-
dresses are heading your way for summer 77. Be
your sun-day best, tveryday in these free-swinging
cool fashions in show-off colors and styles.
You'll surely want several to keep you in style all
through the season. Junior and missy sizes priced
at only 18.00 to 31.00. Hurry in today!







Make a big splash on sun-drenched
shores this summer in eye-popping •
swimwear from Bright's. If your
summer thing is swimming or diving
or splashing around in the waves
or just lying around, soaking up
the sun, now is the time to
make your selection at Bright's!
Select from junior and missy
styles at 15.00 to 3S00,
Hurry in today while the
selection is outstanding.
T., Sheers •
Ii 00 She.ns •
•• 1 00 le 14 00 14..t,
' • ' • 16 00 24 00
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Guy Arthur Battle III, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Guy A. Battle,
Jr., of 1103 Main Street,
Murray, was awarded his Ph.-
D in graduation exercises held
at Duke University, Durham,
N. C., on Sunday, May 8.
Battle was awarded his
doctor of philosophy degree in
the "commencement exercises
with Dr. Juanita Kreps, U. S.
Secretary of Commerce, as
featured speaker.
The May eighth ceremonies
climaxed a commencement
weekend that included bac-
calaureate services by Bishop
James Armstrong, leader of
the United Methodists in the
Dakotas area, and Dr. Har-
mon I,. Smith, professor of




The Rev. Richard E.
Walker, Southern Baptist
missionary to Brazil, has
received the Doctor of
Ministry degree from Luther
Rice Seminary, Jacksonville,
Fla.
His doctoral thesis was
entitled "The Purpose of
God." He was pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Murray,
from 1972 to 1975, before he
and his wife, Bea, returned to
foreign mission work, on the





Hoar Wanda Wright.. a 105-
pound -winner- tell her in-
spirational success story
Find out what the Weight Wat-
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Students Of Mrs. Mason
Present Recital On Sunday
Students of Mrs. Neale B.
Mason were heard in a
program of piano muSic on
Sunday afternoon, May 15, in
the Recital Hall Annex of the
Fine Arts complex on the M. S.
U. campus.
Several dance-style
selections by Bach, Chopin,
Schubert, and others, were
played by Mark Austin,
Harriet Hood, Robert Lyons,
Lynne Outland, Heather
Kodman, Tina ,Steele, and
Deena Dailey.
Mitzi McDougal, Martha
Fern, Debbie Dornfeld, Kim
Wilham, Tammy VI utson,
Pam Gatlin, and Leslie Poole
played pieces that were
"descriptive" in style,. and
Mark Austin and Lisa Hunter
provided a little "program"
music by Pinto and Debussy.
The recital also included
Tan Phi Lambda Sorority
Meets At Richerson Home
The regular monthly
meeting of Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Omicron Alpha
Chipter, Woodrnen of the
World, was held Tuesday,
April 26, at seven p. m. in the
home of Jean Richerson, with
the president, Martha Andrus,
presiding. The roll call was
called by secretary, Diana
Lyons with eleven members
answering.
Reports were given on the
Rangerette and Ranger ac-
tivities. They held a bingo
party and dance at the
Woodmen Hall in April, and a
hayride in May on the Max
Hurt Farm.
A report was also given on
the work day held at the Land
Between the Lakes. About
twenty members, along with
sponsors, attended and had a
successful day cleaning. They
also held a pizza party at
Pagalia's with .approximately
75 members attending along
with sponsors.
Family night has been set
for August 25 at the Woodmen
of the World Building.
The State Convention was
attended by several sorority
members who reported.
Glenda Smith will go to the
National Convention in July as
a delegate. Cynthia Hart was
selectedas an alternate. Also,
the sorority scrapbook won









Honest Effort To .Sserve You Faithfully
Paid for by the candidate
vention.
A report Was given on the
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant.
Final plans have been made
for the pageant to be held May
72 at 2:00 p. m. at Lovett
Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University.
Rehearsal and interviews, as
well as a reception for the
mothers and girls, will be held
Saturday, May 21, on the
campus.
Refreshments were served.
Donna Garland- won the
doorprize.
The next meeting will be
May 24 with Martha Andrus





Kathy Zea, Donna Garland,
Ann Spann, Sara Alexander,
Diana Lyons, Carol Mc-
Dougal, Judy . Scruggs, and
Glenda Smith.
Local Students
music by Bach, Schumann,
Beethoven and other well-
known composers performed
by Lisa Francis, Mark
Hussung, Angela Manning,
Kim Alley, Shannon Morgan,
Nadia Ingram and Anne
Gregory. ,
Year-end certificates and
awards were presented to
students who had achieved
certain goals in their studies.
Receiving recognition for.
highest scores in class per-
formances during the year
were Mitzi McDougal and
Robert Lyons in the
elementary group, Mark
Austin and Mark Hussung in
the intermediate level, and
Anne Gregory, Deena Dailey
and Lisa Hunter in the ad-
vanced class.
Sherry Harrison, Lisa
Hunter, Mark Hussung and
Leslie Poole were noted for
progress and Leslie Poole,
Kim Wilham, Mitzi Mc-
Dougal, Tina Steele, and
Deena Dailey for consistent
lesson preparation.
Special memento plaques
were given to the eight
students who played in the
spring KMTA Festival-
Contest — Mark Austin, Mark
Hussung,' Lisa Hunter, Kim
Alley, Leslie Poole, Nadia
Ingram, Jay Fern and Anne
Gregory, with the an-
nouncement made to the
audience that this year's
regional representative to the
State KMTA contest will be
Nadia ,Ingram,'-of Paducah.
and that the' alternate nained
was Jay Fern, Calvert City.
A. "Student of the Year"
award was presented to Miss
Anne Gregory in recognition
of her exceptional musical and
.-ire pianistic accomplishments
throughout her years of study.
Honored, Western
David L. Frank and David
Scott Winchester of Murray
were honored -recently at the
annual Honors Convocation
for students at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, for being two of the
students who achieved a grade
point average of 3.3 or above
out of a possible 4.0.
Frank is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Frank, 1513
Johnson, Murray, and Win-
chester is the 'son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Winchester, 706
Fairlane Drive, Murray.
Within the U.S., carrots are
chiefly grown in Califor-
nia, Texas and Arizona.
SUMMER
CONCERTS
COUNTRY — POP — GOSPEL
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JIM ED BROWN SHOW Whoring Mean
Candies
HINSONS & THE ROR1DA BOYS























MU WYNN & Tlf TENNESSEANS
CONWAY MUTT
RAY STEVENS
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CLIP
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To Wed In July
Miss Debi Manners
Mr. and Mrs. bfanuel Manners, IWO Ryan, Murray, an-
nounce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Debi, to
Larry Evans, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Evans of Aurora.
The bride-elect is a student at Murray High School. Mr.
Evans attended Calloway County High School and is now em-
ployed with Jerry Hopkins Used Cars.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, July n, at seven
p. m. at the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ. A reception
will follow in the church basement.






Your Vote S influence
Deeply Appreciated"
Political Ad Paid for by the candidate
Rainbow For Girls To
Hold Meeting Sunday
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met at the Murray Lodge Hall
on Tuesday, May 17, at seven
p. m. with Susan Cates,




and given a special welcome
were Karen Miller, Grand
Worthy Advisor, Henderson;
Melva Dukes, Grand Deputy,
International Order of the
Rainbow for Girls, Paducah;
Debbie Bradley, Pad Grand
Fidelity, Henderson; Alice Jo
Powell, Grand Representative
to Oklahoma, Henderson;
Anna Merle Powell, Hen-
derson, and Sybil Lasater,
mother advisors; Mary Ann
Cates, Grand Conductress of
Kentucky, Order of the
Eastern Star, Mayfield; Bill
Cates, Past Grand Patron of





Rhonda Sledd, Susan Cates,
Lagena James, Greta Tim-
merman, Johnda Moss, Donna
Smith, and Lana Lasater.
Adults present were Mike
Weaver and Marilyn
Weatherford,
On Sunday, May 22; the
Murray Assembly will have
the installation of new officers
at two p.m. at the new Murray
Lodge Hall on Highway 121,
Coldwater Road. Deana
Seigler will be installed as new
worthy advisor.
The next regular meeting
will be held Tuesday, June 7,
at seven, p.. m.
by Jean McClure
Do not throw away that egg carton. It makes a good home for
seeds to start sprouting into house plants. Poke drainage holes
in the bottom with a fork fill both pieces of the carton with pot-
:alagmixture, wet thoroughly and 
plant the seeds according to
e instructions Wrap the new nursery in plastic to assure a
humid environment and keep in a warm place. Watch with ten-
der loving care for about a month. As the first seedfings appear,
move them into a bright spot. When you notice the small leaves
crowding, transplant gently into individual pots You've done it
You have become an indoor seed gardener and can nap enjoy
watching dry seeds come to fife and flourish.
You have a real treat in store when you stop by SHIRLEY
FLORIST & GARDEN CENTER, 502 North Fourth Street, 753-3251
its we not only carry al kinds of bedifing vegetable and herb
' plants but also a fantastic selection of cut flowers and indoor
plants We Are the only full Inc florist, garden center aisd nursery
in the area so rely on us completely. "Flowers and Plants for all
Occasions" HOWIE Mon.-Sun. 8-5.
HANDY HINT:





Dresses, ,Pantsuits and longs. Now
Available at Behr s famous low Prices
Summer Annual
LINGERIE & LOUNGEWEAR































Shown are lust a few
from the collection of
styles & patterns.
Specialy Priced!









Calfornio & New York
Reg. 17.99 to 27.99
ii
iBEHR S CHARGE • MASTER CHARGE • BANKAMERICARD • OPEN 10 to 9 .SUN 12 305 30
• INDIAN TRAIL — PRESTON HI WAY. • HIKES POINT PLAZA — TAYLORSVILLE RD. • EASTLAND CENTER — BARDSTOWN RD
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Murray Ledger ac Times
Walter L. Appersun, publisher MURRAY NEWSPAPER5, R. Gene 11(eCutcheon, editorttic
•.ttt t tht, r.e.pon,e to a.ditonal, OPINION PAGE
Thursday Page 5 — Afternoon, May 19, 1977
1
Letters To The Editor
Searches For Ancestors
Dear Editor:
I am searching for information on my
great-grandparents William Riley Ford
and Mary (Ellis Ford. I know they
were in Henry County, Tennessee prior
to 1850 and in 1850 they were in
Calloway County, Kentucky.
William Riley Ford married Mary
Ellis on November 12, 1843 probably in
Tennessee. Mary had a sister Sarah
Ann Ellis who was married to William
Riley Ford previously on December, 22,
1841, in Calloway County, Kentucky,
who died the next year and then
William married Mary. Mary also had
a brother named Sam who came to
Texas later. Mary Ellis was related to
Davey Crockett's mother, but I don't
know the exact relationship.
1850 Census Calloway Co., Ky.
William Riley Ford, age 31, born in
Tennessee
..Mary Ellis Ford, age 26, born in
Tennessee
John Fletch Ford, age 5, bore in
Tennessee
William Harve Ford, age 3, born in'
Kentucky
Sally Elizabeth Ford, age 2, born in
Kentucky.
After the Civil War, they moved to
Johnson County, Texas. I am searching
for the parents of both William Riley
Ford and Mary Ellis. The Stewart
County, Tennessee, census for 1820 and
City Or MSU?
Dear Editor:
If Melvin Henley is elected, will he be






Calloway County High School will
hold commencement exercises on May
23 at Jeffrey gym for the 145 seniors.
Bill Powell, member of the Board of
Regents of Murray State University,
will be the featured speaker.
Deaths reported include John Waters
and Mrs. Elna Turbyfill.
Kathy Rowlett, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Rowlett and student at
Murray High School, has qualified for
the State Golf Tournament for Girls to
be played next week in Frankfort.
Cynthia Humphreys, Deborah Jones,
and Kathy Lockhart received the
highest degree available-in work of the
Girls Auxiliary, Queen Regent In
Service, at the coronation services held
at the First Baptist Church last night.
Births reported include a boy,
Shannon, to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Gardner
on May 10.
New officers of the Kirksey School
PTA are Mrs. Billy Smith, Mrs. Alvin
Usrey, Mrs. Teddy Beane, and Mrs.
Ray Broach.
20 Years Ago
Miss Jean LaNeve was crowned as
Miss Murray Jaycee in the first annual
pageant held May 17. Shannon Beasley
won second place and Nancy Louise
Spann won third place. Maurice Crass,
Jr., was general chairman of the event.
Vandal Wrather of Murray has
received statewide recognition for a
system he instituted to increase in-
terest in conservation.
Dennis Taylor was named as park
supervisor this summer by the Murray
City Council. His salary will be $200 per
month.
Births reported include a girl, Brenda
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Outland
on May 15.
D. L. Divelbiss and David Rose of
Murray have been appointed to serve
on committees for the Happy Valley
District of the Boy Scouts of America.
the Henry County, Tennessee, census
for 1830, 1840, and 1850 show a James
and Susanna Ford with male children
listed who would have been the right
age to have been William Riley Ford.
Could these have been William Riley
Ford's parents?
In-1820 in Stewart County, Tennessee,
there was an Ira Ellis and family with
children who would have been the right
age. I do not knoiv if there is any con-
nection but my father's nam4a.s Ira and








• To comment on your Pro and Con
• articles concerning the payroll, or
income tax, let me say that the only
possil* excuse for enactment of such a
tax would be the removal of other taxes
in a like amount. As far as increasing
revenues to the city, the Revenue
Sharing funds received so far have
enabled the city to operate services at a
level which seems to be acceptable to
most people.
If the council will continue to refuse
to go along with some of the spending
schemes proposed, and will continue to
hold the line on cost increases, income
to the city should be adequate to cover
costs. Among the more costly items
submitted to the council within the past
few months were the proposed pur-
chase of 23 police cars and the building,
in conlunction with state help, of a 4-
lane highway. Both these proposal's
would have seriously affected the
budget, but the majority of the council
members refused to approve spending








I wish you and the tittpayers at
Murray would_reread the adicle of not
renewing Dr. Ray Reeves as Murray
High principal.
. I. don't know Dr. Reeves, or if he's
qualified or not. But I can tell you by
reading the article in The Murray
Ledger & Times dated May 17, 1977 that
I think some people on the school board.
should be replaced.
When Dr. Reeves was interviewed for
his position, were all of these nit-
picking ideas of the school board ex-
plained. I didn't' read that in a single
case Dr. Reeves was informed either
in writing or at a community meeting —
that he was not doing his job, except he
did leave his job one day at 2:15 p. m. I
am surprised by the other accusations
of the school board that Dr. Reeves is
not being tried in criminal court for
leaving at this hour.
Dr. Reeves is blamed for too much
emphasis on sports. In two of the five
reasons he's castigated for not at-
tending sports — Can't the school board
be-consistant?
It seems to me to boil down to this:
Did Dr. Reeves live up to his interview
statements at hiring time? If he didn't,
why wasn't he informed in writing, by
the school board?
Why hasn't the school board replaced
Mr. Taylor, ( the loved principal of the
elementary school's ) who's passing
was really a big loss to the school
system?
As previously stated, I don't know
about Dr. Reeves but the school board
has helped me make up my mind about
them as a group. ( Are the people who
time Dr. Reeves in and out on the
taxpayers payroll?
Paul R. Fa ivre
Murray, Ky.
Garrott's Galley
A Peanut Butter Solution
To A Really Hairy Problem
By M. C. Garrott
Hold it for another use for peanut
butter! This time to remove sticky
bubble gum from the hair of little folk.
Joanna Adams says it works. She
lives out in Sherwood Forest with
husband, Hafford, and their'
youngsters. Not long ago, their 2%-
year-old, Ginger, went to bed with a
mouth full of bubble gum, un-
beknowning to her mother.
The next morning her long blonde
hair was full of the stuff, and at first
thought it appeared she might lose
some of it, if not a lot, in order toget the
gum out. Then Joanna remembered
something their son, Scott, had learned
out at Southwest lementary.
His teacher, Miss Jean Cooper, back
down the road had told him that you
could take chewing gum out of the hair
by using peanut butter. "I only had a
jar of Jif," Joanna said. "I wish I had
had a cheaper jar, but I didn't so we
used that. I just worked gobs of it into
Ginger's hair and then shampooed it
twice. All of the chewing gum came out
just as cleanly as you please. We didn't
have to cut a strand from her head."
First C. G. Morehead painting pic-
tures with peanut butter and now folks
are using, it on their hair. Enough to
make George Washington Carver sit
up!
++++++
One of the best pieces of work that
I've seen produced by an art student at
Murray State University since I've
been on the campus turned up in the
•Tine Arts Building a few weeks ago. I
knew immediately what it depicted,
and I sensed in a flash the artists'
'feelings. It's not often that is the case.
This one was a wood' sculpture en-
titled "Tobacco Cutter." It had been
made by David Mithcell, 26, a
graduating senior from Princeton.
Made of laminated plywood, it
represented a farmer bending over a
stalk of tobacco with his tobacco knife
poised to cut it. Just to his right were
three or four stumps where he had
already cut the plants.
Weighing about 1,000 pounds and
made from 20 sheets of 3P4-inch plywood
four feet wide and eight feet long, all
cut, shaped, glued, sanded and
shellacked, the piece was beautifully
done. It took David six months to build
it.
Every time I walked by it in the Fine
Arts lobby — it was too big to fit into the
elevator and could not be displayed on
the 4th Floor's Clara M. Eagle Gallery
— I couldn't help but think how ap-
propriate it would be for that piece of
work to wind up in the lobby of the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture in
Frankfort, in the Department of
Agriculture in Washington or in the
offices of any one of a score major
tobacco companies.
David tells me he has sent letters and
pictures of it to 23 of the.major tobacco
companies, hoping one ofthem will buy
it for just that purpose. The other day
he towed it off to his hometown.
Princeton, where it is on display in the
Farmers Bank for a month. By then, he
hopes to have sold it.
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0: Mrs. KJ. wants to know if
a scientific reason exists for a
hospital to take the tem-
perature of a patient several
times a day, especially the first
thing in the early morning.
"Why not avoid disturbing the
patients and allow them to
restr she asks.
A: You have raised a sound,
sensible question. and I know of
no scientific reason why pa-
tient temperatures should be
taken so frequently. This is
done largely out of a habit that
may have begun years ago
when fever was a more com-
mon sign of an infectious dis-
ease. Such diseases now make
up a' much lower percentage of
By F J L Blasmgame, MAD
hospitalized persons.
Some years ago, an occa-
sional hospital began to take
patient temperature only in the
afternoon -- usually between 2
p.m. and 4 p.m. It is at this time
of day that body temperature
is usually highest, and any
fever would be more certainly
detected during this period.
Beyond not disturbing pa-
tients urinecearily, taking the
temperature once a day avoids
the waste of labor of hospital
personnel in taking and
recording the information. In a
250-bed hospital, the saving
could amount to about $3,000
per month.
An exception would have to
be made in cases in which
close following of fever was
important Special orders by
the attending phycisian could
handle these unusual cases.
Dm. PIN Influence
Sox of Offspring?
0: Ms. FR asks if taking the
Pill regularly will influence
whether offspring from future
pregnancies will tend to be
female. She wonders if the hor-
mones have this effect, and if
so, how long it lasts.
A: In 1974, an article ap-
peared in the British medical
journal, Lancet, which indi-




an increase of female over
male births.
A more recent study, which
covered over 6,000 births ond
which was published in The
New England Journa! of
Medicine, showed no miluvnee
on the sex of offspring from the
Pill. The di.stribut ion of sex ;vas
traditional and showed ..H145
males and 3,064 female- or
around 49 per cent and 50 Per
cent, respectively.
Most authorities believe that
the laws of probability prevail
in sexsdeterminatior of
offspring and that oral con-
traceptives have no influence.
tc•Insit E177. thief rafter 9yrichrtn tr. `f
David is now planning Wier similar
works of farm life using the same
technique. before coming to Murray in
1972, he was in the Navy for four years,
but now 'seems to have found his niche.
He'll be enrolling in summer shcool
next month to work on his master's
-degree. I-wish him luck. He's got a lot of
talent, and a most unusual technqiue.
++++++
Charles Tolley's recent experience in
the Williamson, W. Va., flood caused
Ted Vaughn to recall a similar ex-
perience in 1965. He was in mid-
dlesboro, Ky., which is only a hop, skip
and a jump down the road from
Pineville, one of the East Kentucky
towns which were so badly hit by the
rampaging Cumberland River a few
weeks back.
Ted was spending the night in a motel
almost downtown, and traveling in his
dad's car. Late in the day, the little
mountain stream which flows near
Middlesboro started to rise. It had been
raining rather hard and steady all day,
and the water was beginning to roll
down from up around Cumberland Gap.
Some of the townspeople came by to
warn the people staying at the motel,
and most .of them left, but not our Ted.
"I just told them I would stay where I
was," he laughed. "I had lived in
Middlesboro, and I had never known of
the water getting up anywhere near the
motel."
So, he went on to bed and to sleep. In
the wee hours of the next morning, he
was awakened by the,noise of motors
and voices outside, and found the water
had risen to the motel door. In another
two inches it would have been in the
room. His father's car had water over
the hood. -
"I had no choice but to wade out into
it," he said, "and then it got chest deep.
I simply swam out to where I could
walk out. I can relate to Dr. Tolley's
experience, because that taught me- a
lesson. Those mountain streams can




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The week of May 15-21 has been
proclaimed Kentucky Crime
Prevehtion Week by - Gov. Julian
Carroll.' The Poverrior . urged- all
Kentuckians, and particularly state
government workers, to become in-
volved in crime prevention by joining
Operation Identification.
Under Operation Identification,
citizens engrave cameras, televisions,
radios and other valuable items which
are frequently a target of thieves, with
the initials Ky. and their social security
number. In addition they place a
warning sticker on dootsrer windows
warning potential thieves that the
house • or business is protected by
(Veridical Identification.
Operation Identification and other
Kentucky Crime. Check programs are
available through all police depart-
ments in Kentucky. Interested citizens
should contact the police in their locale
for engraving devitedtand stickers.
The Governor has sent a personal
message to each of • the 21,000 state
employes urging them to take ad-
vantage of free electric engravers to
mark their personal belongings.
According to officials of the Kentucky
crime prevention office, participation
in the program has topped 100,000
statewide.
John L. Smith, secretary of the state
justice department, said Operation
Identification is. 'Working to deter both
home and business burglaries in
communities where a good portion of.
the citizens are using the programs.
Smith said it is only natural to offer
the -program to state employes
Burglaries and larceny losses have
been running between $30 and $40
million Smith said, adding -that "State
government workers like all citizens
share in these losses; that's why the
Governor is so interested in having all
employes avail themselves of the op-
portunity to join Operation Iden-
tification."
The Federal HighWay
Administration's plan to move "cold
turkey" into the metric system with
highway speed limit signs next year is
probably :for the best. -There had been
talk of a transition phase, where speed
limits would be posted both in miles per
hour and kilometers per hour, but that
would cost more and only prolong the
agony of making the change.
Under the Metric Conversion Act of
1975, the United States is committed to
a switchover froth familiar English
measurements 'to the more convenient
and widely used metric scale. The high-
way conversion, which eventually will
include distance signs as well as speed
limits, makes us start thinking in
metric whether we want to or not.
When automobile speedometers also
are changed, it may even give some
satisfaction to the speed, demon lurking
in most of us. Cruising along the
freeway at "90" surely will make it
seem like we're getting there faster
than we do now at 55.
04-0
Imagine how dreadful it would be if
there were no generation gap, if young
people and adults understood each
other; if the adults, for example, went
barefoot and the young acted like
grownups. The immediate, horrible
result would be an end to the wonderful- -
nonsense of youth, and more stubbed
toes.
--Bible-- Thought---
4nd ye answered me-, and said,
The thing which thou hath spoken is
good for us to do. Deuteronomy
1:14.
As Christi:Ms, we need to g,N.
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
For a year, Livingston
County had been waiting to get
its revenge on Murray High.
They wasted little time in
doing just that Wednesday
afternoon in the semifinals of
the Regional Baseball
Tournament at Calvert City,
Then after it appeared
certain they had their
revenge, they almost blew it
out the window but then
managed to regroup for a 9-8
win over the Tigers and
brought the curtains down on
the Murray High season.
Last year in the semifinals
of the Regional Tournament,
Murray scored a single run in
the last of the seventh to take a
over Livingston2-1 win
County.
Sophomore Alan Gibbs, who
has been hampered by asthma
problems for the past few
days, got the mound assign-
ment for the Tigers.
The first two men up for
Livingston County in the top of
the first reached on an error
then after one was out, Glen
Ringstaff singled for the first
of his four hits on the day.
That made it a 1-0 game.
If it were possible to take
back a pitch, Gibbs would
have surely done .so on the
pitch he made to fifth-place
hitter John Kruetzer, the
Cardinal. catcher.
Kruetzer blasted the ball
deep into leftfield and the ball
sailed over the head of Tony
Bayless and on over the fence
for a three-run homer, giving
Livingston a 4-0 lead.
What could have been the
deciding run came in during
the second inning.
With the bases loaded and
one out; Kruetzer lofted a fly
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Mr. and Mrs. Cagle will carry the same
good merchandise. We are sorry
to leave but must, due to ill health.
Bayless fired the ball into
catcher Dean Cherry who
seemingly had the plate
blocked off and the throw was
on time. However, the home
plate umpire said Cherry
missed the tag.
That gave the Cardinals a 5-
0 lead before Lindsey Hud-
speth made it 5-1 in the last of
the third with his fifth
homerun of the season.
An unearned run made it 6-1
in the top of the fourth before
the Tigers decided to get back
into the game in their half of
the same inning.
With one out in the fourth,
Jeff Oakley and Bill Wilson
both walked then Cherry
reached on an error to fill the
sacks. Gibbs drew a walk,
forcing in a run.
Hudspeth grounded toward
first and the throw Went to the
plate for the forceout, leaving
the sacks full still yet. Tiger
shortstop Bob Thurman made
it 6-4 with a two-run single.
The Cardinals added an
unearned run in the fifth then
in the sixth, chased Gibbs
from the mound with three
hits. Bob Thurman came in
and hurled the final inning and
one-third for the Tigers.
Gibbs exited with his club
trailing 9-4.
He was charged with all
nine runs, only four of which
were earned. Gibbs gave up 11
hits, walked three and fanned




All baseball players ages 15
through 19 interested in
playing on the Murray
American Legion baseball
team should report to Holland
Stadium at 4 p. m. Friday.
The Legion's baseball
season will open June 5 with a
doubleheader at Scott City,
Mo.
The first home game for the
Murray American Legion
team will be against Fort
Campbell on June 14.
The Murray Legion has a
tentative 30 game schedule
thus far.
Randy 011ver will again be
the coach of the team while
Bill Cherry will serve as
assistant coach.
to get in his pitching groove.
The last of the seventh
opened for the Tigers with
Thurman smashing a deep
shot into left only to have
Cardinal leftfielder Buddy
Ramange make the grab for
the first out.
Thomas Kendall walked and
T.ony Bayless followed with a
single, giving the Tigers a
little hope.
Both runners moved up a
base on a passed ball to move
into scoring position for Brad
Taylor.
Taylor fouled off at least a
half-dozen pitches before he
finally got the one he wanted.
He got an inside fastball and
pulled it down the third base
line for a two-run single and
the Tigers trailed 9-6.
Tiger first baseman Jeff
Oakley then sent the dugout
into an uproar as he ripped a
pitch deep into rightcenter for
a two-run homer and suddenly
the Tigers trailed by only a
run.
After Bill Wilson fanned for
the second out, the tying run
reached base as Cherry got on
by the aid of an error. But the
game ended as pinch hitter
Larry Watkins went down on
strikes.
Steve Barnes, who is sup-
posed to be one of the top
pitchers in the area, went the
distance for the Cardinals and
scattered 10 hits while fanning
six and walking four.
It was Barnes that lost the 2-
1 gajne last year in the Region
semifinals to the Tigers.
Third baseman, cleanup
hitter Ricky ftingstaff had a
perfect four-for-four day for
Livingston County.
For the Tigers, Oakley had
three hits to pace the attack
while Hudspeth and Kendall
each had two.
Murray ends its season with
a 12-4 record while Livingston
County will carry a 15-3 mark





Jonescf  5 2 2
R. Flingstaff-rf 4 2 0
Hardin-es  4 0 1
G. RIngstaff-3b 4 2 4
!Crustier<  3 1 1
Barn% ....... 3 1 1
.311
Monroe-lb   4 0 0
e-if 4 0 0












Calloway County Needs An Experienced
Prosecutor
Received B.A. Degree from Kansas State University Received Juris Doctor Degree from Washburn
University School of Law. •
Practicing Attorney for 11 years: Practicing Attorney in Murray erid Calloway County, Kentucky, for 9
years.
City Prosecutor for Ogden Kansas, for 2 years; City Prosecutor for the City of Murray. Kentucky for
2'Y years.
Former Assistant Professor of Law in the School of Business at Kansas State University; Former
Associate Professor ot Law in the School of Business at Mimay State University.
11 years experience with criminal and civil trial practice
Licensed to practice in the States of Kansas and Kentucky; Before the federal District Courts of Lansas
and Kentucky and Before the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals and the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals in
the Federal Courts.
Familiarity with and experience in working with law enforcement officials and procedures.
Experience in dealing with the juvenile offender Former Honorary Probation Officer and Member of
the National Council of Juvenile Court Judge-s.
FOR YOUR NEXT COUNTY ATTORNEY, VOTE FOR A MAN WITH EX-
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Totals 32 8
Livingston 410 112 0 9-11-
Murray 001 300 4 11-10-5
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
. East
W L Pct. GB
N York 19 14 .576 —
Balt 17 13 .567 %
Boston 18 14 .563 1,2
Milwkee 18 18 .500 2%
Toronto 15 21 .417 51/2
Detroit 14 20 .412 51,2
Cleve_ 12 20 .375 61/2
West
Minn - 24 11 .686 —
Chicago 21 12 .636 2
Texas 18 14 .563 4%
17 17 .500 61/2
Oakland 17 18 .486 7
Calif 16 20 .444 81/2
Seattle 13 27- .325 13%
Wednesday's Results '
Texas 6, Detroit 3
Chicago 7, Kansas City 4








S Louis 21 13
Phila 17 15
Montreal 13 18
N York 13 20
West
Los Ang 28 8 .778 —
Cilia 15 19 .441 12
Houston 14 21 400 13½
S Fran 13 21 382 14
S Diego 14 24 368 15
Atlanta 12 24 .33.1 16
Wednesday's Results
Cincinnati 8, Pittsburgh 3
Los Angeles 6, Philadelphia 4
Atlanta 10, Montreal 8
New YOrk 2, San Francisco 0
St. Louis 8, Houston 4
Only games scheduled
San Francisco (Halicki 2-3)at New York (Todd 0-0 in)
, Philadelphia (Kaat 0-11 at















WHERE'S THE PLATE?—If catcher Dean Cherry's foot is on henieplate, then Ricky Ringstoff (9) of Livingston County is indeed,
safe on this play. If Cherry is away from the plate, then tite odds ore the tog caught Ringstaff on the chest. Whatever the case, '
he was called safe at the plate and of course, Murray lost by one run.
sports
Milerray Ledger & Times
.400 HITTER—Lindsey Hudspeth gets a bit here as the bell
just begins to come off the bat. Ned:pith finished his senior
season with a .400 average on 20 hits in 50.t bat. In addition,
he drew 16 walks this season and blasted five homeruns.
(Stott Motu by M. Broodoo)
(Staff Photos by Mho imam)
Middlesboro Captures,
High School Golf Crown
By The Associated Press
With John Dunn leading the
way with a three-over-par 75,
Middlesboro held off fast-
closing Louisville Trinity and
steady Lone Oak for a six-
stroke victory in the Kentucky
Boys' High School Golf
Championships at Ft. Knox.
It wasn't nearly as close in
the state Girls' Cham-
pionships at Princeton, as
Caldwell County rolled to a 14-
stroke victory over defending
champion Louisville Ballard.
In medalist competition,
Jodie Mudd of Louisville
Butler won the boys' title with
a two-day total of 143, one
under par for the Anderson
Golf Coprse at Ft. Knox.
Trinity's Scott Beard and
Covington Catholic's Jim
Volpenhein tied for second at
even par 144.
Anne Rush of Tompkinsville
breezed to the girls' individual
title with a 147, three-over-par
for the Princeton Country
Club course. Betty Baird of
Kentucky Country Day was a
distant second at 155 after a
closing 77.
Behind the steady play of
Beard, Trinity trimmed a 13-
stroke first day disadvantage
to arsingle stroke after 11 holes
of Wednesday's final round.
But Dunn, a member of the
final foursome with Beth-d,
canned a pair of birdies down
the stretch to clinch the %fie-
tory for Middlesboro, which
finished with a total of 61.
It was the first state title'for
an eastern Kentucky school in
19 years and only the Second
for that region in the 43-year
history of the event..
"I didn't know whether we
could win it or not when we left
home," Middlesboro Coach
Tom Stapleton said. "We
played well all year and then
finished second in our regional
over at London . . . We had a
harder time in the regional
meet than we did here."
Lone Oak finished second
with 622, Clark County was
-third with 627 and Covington
Catholic tied Mason County
for fourth with 628. Despite
Beard's ' closing 70, Trinity
slipped to seventh.
Joining Dunn for Mid-
dlesboro were Bernard
Bisceglia, 153; Melvin Enix,





All Accesserie-s: 'Hitches, Awnings,
Air Conditioners, Water Hose, Sewer
Hose, Regulators, Jacks
"5% Over Cost"
With Purchase of Jayco R.V. This Special Good Fri.,
'Sat., Sun, Mon. May 20th thru 23rd.




FACTORY REP WILL BE PRESENT
— FREE REFRESHMENTS
.1(iyo)
8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Noon To 8 p.m.
Pop Ups 11' to 18'
Travel Trailers 14' to 18'
5th Wheel Trailers 15' to 35'
YOUNGBLOOD'S
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE CENTER
Highway 45 N 1 / 4 Mile N. of Firchase Pkwy.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 (502) 247-8591
Owned & Operated by Jerry & Roger Youngblood
See for Your Self Why People Are Saying
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Reggie Smith almost didn't
start because of a pre-game
chat with Los Angeles
Dodgers Manager Tom
I Asorda.
But he certainly finished
things for the Philadelphia
Phillies.
At first given a "night off"
by Lasorda because he wasn't
feeling well, Smith eventually
played and provided the
Dodgers with their winning
runs in Wednesday night's 6-4
victory over Philadelphia.










the Fox 5 pas-
senger sedan with a
standard shift got an
incredible 36 mpg on
the highway and 24
mpg in the city. (Actual
.mileage may vary depending on how and where
you drive, cars condition, optional equipment.)







inquired about Smith's health,
since he did not look well.
"Fm not feeling well," the
right fielder said.
"Well, then," said Lasorda,
"take the night off." -
Later, Smith took batting
practice and felt better. Then
after a session with the
Dodgers' trainer, he felt even
better and decided he wanted
to start after all.
Smith's two-run homer in
the seventh inning gave the
Dodgers a 6-3 lead and sup-
plied reliever Charlie Hough
with enough of a cushion to
withstand a Philadelphia
uprising in the ninth.
In other National League
games, the St. Louis Cardinals
defeated the Houston Astros 8-
4, the New York Mets blanked
the San Francisco Giants 2-0,
the Atlanta Braves whipped
the Montreal Expos 10-8, and
the Cincinnati Reds beat the
Pittsburgh Pirates 8-3.
' Los Angeles winner Rick
Rhoden. 6-1. weathered a
three-run Philadelphia
second-inning in gaining the
victory with two innings of
relief from Hough.
Cardinals 8, Astros 4
Lou Brock and Mike Tyson
each collected three singles,
pacing a 15-hit St. Louis attack
as the Cardinals beat Houston.
Buddy Schultz hurled the final
four innings for the Cards in
picking up his third victory of
EASY -LIFT
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the season without a loss.
Meta 2, Giants I
Jon Matlack fired a five-
hitter for his second con-
secutive - shutout, pitching
New York over San Francisco.
Second baseman Lenny
Randle, who made two
tumbling catches in the field,
had.a hand in both of the Mets'
runs, drilling three hits for t
game.
Braves 18, Expos 8
Biff Pocoroba drove in two
runs with a homer and double
and Barry Barnet' added two
run-scoring singles as Atlanta
edged Montreal. it was the
third straight victory for the
Braves and the eighth straight
defeat for the Expos in a game
that was delayed 61 minutes
by rain in the sixth inning.
Rada 3, Pirates 3
Bob Bailey drove in three
nos with a single and a
sacrifice fly, leading Cin-
cinnati over Pittsburgh,
handing winless Jerry Reuss
his fifth loss. Bailey, the sixth
member of the Reds tried in
the No. 4 batting spot this
season, triggered a four-run
first-inning with his two-run
single and hit his sacrifice fly
in the fifth, when the Reds
scored twice without a hit.
Joe Morgan 'tied the Reds'
all-time club record of 319
stolen bases in the fifth inning
on the back end of a double
steal, Cincinnati's second of
,the game. He shares the Mark
with Bob Bescher, who did it
from 1908-1913.
TENNIS
ROME, Italy — Unheralded
Zeljko. _Franulovic of
Yugoslavia upset second-
seeded Guillermo Vitas of
Argentina 7-6, 6-4 in the
$185,000 Italian Open Tennis
Championships and Bernie
Mitton of South Africa sur-
prised seventh-seeded Roscoe
Tanner of the United States 4-
6, 6-3, 6-4 in first-round mat-
ches.
MISSION VIEJO, Calif. —
Tracy Austin breezed to a 6-0,
6-0 victory over Betsy
Richardson in the first round
of the Tennis Tournament of
Champions.
GOLF
PARIS — David Suddards of
'South Africa shot an opening
four-under-par 68 for a two-
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OVC CHAMP —Kevin Klier of the Murray State golf team
woe the individual title in the Ohio Valley Conference Golf
Tournament at Lexington Wednesday. He shot a two-under per
total of 214 and won first on a playoff, making a pot on the
sicend hold.
Perry Third Player To
Win 100 In Two Leagues
tsy ta.K.St'HELNISSENSON
AP Sports- Write':
Gaylord Perry admits he
pitched against Jim Bunning.
There is no truth to the rumor
that he also pitched against Cy
Young, but he now is in the
record book with them as the
only pitchers ever to win 100
games in both major leagues.
The 38-year-old, right-
handee., winner of 134 National
League games, recorded his
100th American League
triumph Wednesday night,
pitching the Texas Rangers to
a 6-3 victory over the Detroit
Tigers. • ---
"I'm tremendously flat-
tered b joining the company
of Jim Bunning and Cy
Young," Perry said. "I pit-
ched against Bunning in- the
National Leag_ue and he was
just super. Young was just
great, of course."
Relax, folks, Gaylord is just
repeating what he has read in
the baseball history books. Old
Cy's last season was 1911, a
few years before old Gaylord
saw the light of day in
Williamston, N.C.
In the on!, other AL games,
the Chicago White Sox downed
the Kansas City Royals 7-4 and
the Milwaukee Brewers
nipped the Toronto Blue Jays
3-2 in 10 innings. •
Perry fell behind 3-0 in the
first inning, allowing three of
Detroit's six hits. But he
steadied as the game
progressed and retired the
last18 batters.
Meanwhile, the Rangers
caught up with Tigers starter
John Hiller in a five-run fourth
inning. John Ellis delivered
the key hit, a two-run single,
spoiling relief ace Hiller's




Murray State senior Kevin Klier fired a par on
the second extra playoff at the Lakeside Country
Club in Lexington Wednesday to capture the in-
dividual title in the Ohio Valley Conference Golf
Tournament.
Klier had finished in a tie with Ivan Smith of
Tennessee Tech, both players having a two-
ander par total of 214.
A total of 27 holes were played on Tuesday and
the final 27 were played Wednesday.
Morehead won the team title with- an 876 total
while Middle Tennessee finished second with an
881 and thus won the All-Sports Trophy.
Other team scores included Western 882, Ten-
nessee Tech 882, Murray State 889, East Ten-
nessee 895, Austin. Peay 897 and Eastern Ken-
tucky 903.
As for the All-Sports Trophy race, Middle Ten-
nessee finished on top with 82',2 points to edge
Western who had 80'2 points. Had Western shot
two strokes better in the golf tourney, they could
have tied Middle for the All-Sports Trophy.
Morehead was third in the All-Sports Trophy
standings with 78'2 points while Murray State
was fourth with 75. Other final point totals in-
clude Austin Peay 71, Tennessee Tech 64,
Eastern Kentucky 63 and East Tennessee 61 kt.
Klier, a veteran Racer from Naperville, Ill., is
the first Murray State golfer to win the OVC
Championship since Chris Pigott in 1972.
Per shot rounds of 74,69 and 71. Smith got his
214 on rounds of 71,71 and 72.
Chuck Bowers of Western Kentucky finished in
third place with a 215.
Norm Vacovsky had rounds of 76-77-71 for a 224
total to finish second for the Racers..
Other Murray scores included Larry Patton 73-
79-73 for a 225, Doug Miller 77-76-78 for a 231 and
I3obby Cronin 74-77-80 for a 231.
Vacovsky and Patton are sophomores while
Miller and Cronin are juniors.
Save Money!
Save Energy!
Qualify for your energy tax credit!
Install Rusco Storm Windows and Doors Now!





*Due to efficiency and good management the City of Murray has been able to
save $70,000 per year in gas leakage.
*In the last few years more streets have been paved (both new and old), and
more corners, sidewalks, and curbs (both new and old) have been built than
ever before.
*The City of Murray has received in the past year over $150,000 of surplus
government equipment (bulldozers, trucks, etc.) at no cost to the taxpayers.
*The city has upgraded the land fill from sub-standard to number one in the
state, and in the process has beautified and converted useless land into produc-
,tive farm land.
*The City of Murray and Calloway County are completing a modern, well
equipped, million dollar park and have received another grant to renovate the
old park.
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By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE ( AP) —
Cormorant might not be able
to handle Seattle Slew
Salurday in the Preakness.
But so tar he has had a lot
more trouble with injury and
illness than he's had with the
opposition.
Cormorant bolted in his first
race last year and finished
seventh, .then he won seven
straight races until- finishing
second to lougshot Iron
Constitution in last Saturday's




The Kirksey Baseball Club
will have tryouts on Saturday,
May 21, at the Kirksey
Baseball Field.
*Tryouts for the girls, ages 9
to 11 and 12 to 17 will be at ten
and tryouts for the boys,
ages 9 to .12 and 13 to 17 will be
at eleven a. m.
Any person in these age
groups who has not filled out
an application and desires to
play ball this summer should
be at the Kirksey Ball Park at
the time listed above.
Parents or other persons
interested in coaching teams








Pci,d For By Candidate
When he was challenged in
the stretch, he was a littio-hit-
tired," trainer Jim Simpson
said Wednesday of Cor-
morant's Withers per-
formance. "But he hadn't
raced in 35 days and he only
had three workouts in 35
days."
Cormorant, owned by
Charles T. Berry Jr., had won
the Iroquois Handicap at
Garden State and the Bay
Shore and Gotham Stakes at
Aqueduct in his first three
races this year and was
headed for the Blue Grass
Stakes as a final Kentucky
Derby prep. But about 12 days
before the Blue Grass he
developed a temperature
which kept him from going to
Kentucky.
It wasn't the first time
Cormorant missed a race
because of physical problems.
After his opening defeat, he
won four straight races in
1976, including a victory over
Royal Ski in the Marlboro
Nursery at Bowie. But he
missed the Laurel Futurity
last fall because of shin
problems, then missed the
Allegheny Stakes at Keystone
because of a nose injury. His
victory in the Iroquois in his 3-
year-old debut was his first
race in five months.
Now he's physically fit
again and, Simpson hopes,
ready for the $150,000-added,
13-16-mile Preakness.
He needed that race (the
one-mile Withers) badly,' t
Simpson said after the speedy
Cormorant had galloped 242
miles Wednesday. "Without
that race I wouldn't be able to
race him in the Preakness. I
wasn't satisfied we got beat.
But other than that I was
satisfied."
Cormorant, who will Lie
ridden by Danny Wright, is a
Kentucky-bred son of His
Majesty-Song Sparrow,
purchased at the Keeneland
summer yearling sale for




11 AM - 3 PM
EVERYDAY EXCEPT SATURDAY
*Meat
'2 'Vegetables $1 95
*Bread
— Your Choice Of
7 MEATS, 6 VEGETABLES, 4 BREADS
THE NEW
FAMILY RESTAURANT
Under New Management 5-Points
Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
4
REST TIME—Coach Charles Archer (left) takes some time to sit and talk with sophomore pit-
cher Alan Gibbs during the last of the seventh inning. Shortly after the picture was token, the
Tigers exploded for four runs but fell one run short, losing 9-8 in the semifinals of *a Regional.
Shue Said 76ers Need Plenty
Of Rest Before Sunday's Game
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The Philadelphia 76erS,
having eliminated the Houston
Rockets from post-season play
in a tumultuous sixth game,
are resting for the National
Basketball Association
championship series starting
Sunday against the Portland
Trail Blazers.
"We need the rest," said
76ers Coach Gene Shue,
pOinting to forward George
McGinnis' nagging groin
° injury and guard Lloyd Free's
chest injury.
McGinnis has received
cortisone shots, but still has
not been up to top form during
,the playoffs, - and Free is
doubtful for much of the series,,
against Portland.
Free, who suffered a
collapsed lung and a hairline
rib fracture last week, ha:e.
been released from a hospita
but the 76ers don't know when
he will be ready to play again.
As for the Blazers, "I'm not
even thinking about them,"
Shue said Wednesday night.
He then talked about Portland
center Bill Walton.
"Walton is the major
problem," said Shue. "He's
one of those dominating
centers and he has no ap-
parent weaknesses.
'He's just an exceptional
basketball player. He's very
STATE BOUND—Four members of the Calloway County girls'
track team wM leave today for Lexington and the State Track
Tournament. The four are all members of the mile-relay team.
Top row, left to right, are Rose Ross, Ellen Mahan and Coach
Sue Outland. Front row, Felicia Pinner and Melissa Miller. Pin-
ner qualified in three other events while Miller qualified in the















unselfish. He's an excellent
rebounder and passer and
plays great offense when he
has to.
Jack Ftamsay's Blazers also
have other good talent in their
starting five, said Shue.
"Another greit player is
(forward) Maurice Lucas,"
said Shue. "He's also an ex-
ceptional rebounder and a
great offensive player."
The other starters are
forward Bob Gross and guards
Lionel Hollins and • Dave
Twardzik. Twardzik has
missed several of Portland's
13 playoff games because of
injuries, and Ramsay has
used Herman Gilliam and
Johnny Davis in his place.
"In addition to the talent,
they have great quickness,"
agsessed Shue. "That's what
we have to contend with. They
win their games on defense..
They're very aggressive.
They win their games by
pressing. _
"There just isn't any team
in the league like this team,"
he said of Portland. "They
gear their offense to their
defense. They play fast break
basketball.
".This has given us a
problem over the year, that
style," he said.
The 76ers and Portland split
their four regular season
games, each winning twice at
home. The Blazers' victories
were"by scores of 108-107 and
146-104. The 76ers also took a
108-107 decision on Julius
Erving's field goal in the last
few seconds. In that game,
reserve guard Mike Dunleavy
scored 32 points. Dunleavy has
become more important with
Free out of action.
Portland has had a much
easier timLin the playoffs-so
far, dispataing the Chicago
Bulls 2-1, the Denver Nuggets
4-2 and the Los Angeles
Lakers 4-0. The 76ers needed
the full seven games to oust
the Boston Celtics before
defeating Houston 112-109
Tuesday night.




PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
When Larry Weinberg
became principal owner of the
Portland Trail Blazers 17
months ago, he set about
creating a hustling, unselfish
team that someday might
challenge for the National
Basketball Association title.
But he didn't expect .it to
happen this quickly.
"We felt if we got a ball club
that played good team ball,
that hustled and never gave
up, we would be successful,"
Weinberg said. "We were
hoping that our team would
evolve into this kind of team.
In all honesty, we didn't ex-
pect it to happen so soon."
Weinberg, 51, had owned a
share of the Blazers since the
team's. inception seven years
ago. He had spent most of the
time as the team's treasurer.
During their first six
seasons, the Blazers had
managed to evade success.
They never had a winning
season, never made the
playoffs and seldom displayed
the unselfish attributes
Weinberg sought.
Weinberg got the chance to
become principal owner when
his friend, Herman
Sarkowsky, had to give up his
controlling interest in the
team to purchase the new




Four games were played
last weekend in the Murray
Soccer Association.
In the first game Saturday,
the league -leading Chiefs
blanked the Cosmos 12-0.
Ann Harcourt led the Chiefs'
scoring attack with five goals
while Sidney Rankin and
Leslie Foster added two
apiece. Jill Humphreys, Dana
Morton and Sabrina Smith
each scored one.
In the other Saturday game,
the Red Wings defeated the
Flames 5-0. The Red Wing
goals were scored by Michelle
Garland, Shelley Howell, Jilly
Johnson, Sheri Swift and
Jeanette Williams.
In Sunday's first matchup,
the Red Wings downed the
Flyers 7-0.
Sheri Swift had three goals
for the winners while Jeanette
Williams had two with Shelley
Howell and Jill Johnson each
getting one.
The second Sunday contest
found the Flames winning 2-0
over the Cosmos. Lisa Howard
had both goals for the Flames.
,- --xrwwwnqermarMqli
To be ready for anything
that comes along, you
have to always be on your
togs ... and the Christy
from Osaga is the new
athletic shoe for ,spring with
the strength to stay on
your toes.
High styling in vibrant













president of the Blazers, he
and the team's front office —
primarily executive vice
president Harry Glickman
and vice president Stu Inman
— began looking for ways to
build the kind of team he
wanted.
As Weinberg said, "A
number of things happened
that accelerated the , time
frame" for success.
First, he said, veteran
Coach Jack Ramsay became
available. Ramsay, dismissed
by the Buffalo Braves,
coached the kind of running,
pressing game Weinberg and
his cohorts desired.
Then came the dispersal




shooting guard Geoff Petrie,
an original Trail Blazer, to
Atlanta for the draft's No. 2
pick. The Blazers used it to
select Maurice Lucas, a 6-foot-
9 muscular forward. Lucas
cost the Blazers $300,000 in the
draft but he responded by
leading the team in scoring at
20.3 points per game. He also
averaged 13 rebounds.
"We went way out to get
Luke, but we haven't been
disappointed," Weinberg said.
The Blazers picked up
'another starter when they
signed guard Dave Twardzik,
Portland's second-round draft
pick in 1972. Twardzik had
played for the ABA's Virginia
Squires.
By the time training camp
opened, seven of the 12 Por-
tland players were new to the
team.
The biggest reason for the
- Blazers' success, however,
was the reasonably good
health of Bill Walton. "There's
no question that Bill is a
central part of the team,"
Weinberg said. "He's great in
so many different ways. I
think Bill does more to help a
team win than anybody else in
the NBA."
Weinberg, a UCLA alum-
nus, said he never thought of
giving up on the 6-foot-11 star.
"I've known Bill for a number
of years because I live in Los
Angeles and I'd seen him at
UCLA," he said. "There was
never any question in my
mind that he would be one of
the best, if not the best, in the
NBA."
Returns To Ring
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Former featherweight boxing
champion Bobby Chacon,
idled since mid-January by
injuries and illnesses, returns
to the ring tonight, facing
Roman Contreras in a junior
lightweight bout at the
Olympic Auditorium.
Chacon, 33-3 with 30
knockouts, has had three
scheduled fights postponed
since stopping Julio Leal Jan.
13. He hopes to eventually get
a shot at Alfredo Escalera, the
World Boxing Council junior
lightweight champion.
If Chacon beats Contreras,
the next opponent for the 25-
year-old veteran, according to
Olympic matchmaker Don
Chargin, would be either
Ruben Olivares or Carlos
Becerril.
Correction/
One phone number published in the Brass Lantern ad













Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated
Political Advertisement Paid for by Candidate
How to get money out of
your house without selling it
You simply come to us for a real estate
loan backed by your equity.
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate values are up, up. up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity. the 
moreyou can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like-
money in your pocket. -
Call us. We've got your loan.










$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
'Annual Percentage Rate
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Officials Argue Over Flood CauseFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP
Federal and state officials and
environmentalists continue to
argue aver what made the
April floods so severe,
whether strip mining and
timber cutting contributed
and whether flood control
projects did their job.
Tim Murphy of the Ken-
tucky Rivers Coalition, a
nonprofit group of lan-
downers, environmentalists
and recreational enthusiasts,






Padded All Pad ay (.1 111.,
nesday that state and federal
agencies should coordinate
their studies of all the factors.
Murphy criticized the
performance of Army Corps of
Engineers projects, but a
corps spokesman told the
commission the projects
saved millions of dollars.
Murphy specifically
referred to the Fishtrap,
Flannagan, and North Fork of
the Pound River reservoirs,
all of which ,are supposed to
reduce flooding on the Levisa
Fork of the Big Sandy River.
Construction on the
reservoirs was "heavily
justified on the basis of flood
control," Murphy said.
All three "held back all the




Are pt the place with
the Helpful Hardware Mad
"yet we almost had a recqrd
flood, within a foot and a half
of the 1957 flood" at Pikeville.
Murphy .adMitted that the
floods in 15 eastern Kentucky
counties followed a "gran-
daddy rainfall," but said this
is no reason to dismiss them
as "an unlikely to happen
again phenomenon." He said
the coalition is urging a
coordinated study by federal
and state agencies not only of
rainfall patterns but of land
use practices, such as strip
mining and clear cutting of
timber, which could have
contributed to the floods.
: However, he said, "the
attempt to get a coordinated
federal approach to what
caused the flooding and what
is going on has not been taken
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Kordite
Leaf Bags
$ bushel - 10 oust
Offer Expires lAws is, 1971
Oely it Mornay %surly
Prices Good through May 26, 1977Subject to Present Supply
study the factors in a
piecemeal fashion."
Charles McIntyre, chief of
the Huntington, W. Va.,
planning branch of the Corps
of Engineers, said the corps
will have a post-flood report in
about a year "that wilygo into
some detail on exactly what
happened."
The corps, McIntyre said,
will "evaluate some of the
causes other than that there
was a tremendous amount of
rainfall."
Throughout the flood area,
he said, "all the reservoirs
functioned properly. They
were able to retain all the
water that fell in their
drainage areas."
Even so, he said, rivers
"reached. or exceeded flood
crests of record in the affected
areas," and "non-federal"
estimates of the total damage
have been as, high as $275
million.,,e
However, he said, "it would
have been as much as ;600
million more had it not been
for corps reservoirs and flood
control projects now in
operation."
Based on the amount of
water held back, and on
earlier estimates- of the
damage that would result
from certain flood levels,
corps reservoirs prevented
;185 million worth of damage
along the Levisa Fork,
;140,000 worth along the
Licking River and ;7.5 million
Carroll To Meet
With Officials
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
Gov. Julian Carroll will meet




discuss the state budget.
The session will begin at 1
p.m. in the Capital Plaza
Sports and Convention Cent .
Ciirroll's office said
governor will stress i
volvement by management-
level personnel in the budget
decision-making process.
Carroll said he wants to see
an atmosphere created in
which budget requests
"bubble up" from the
program manager level in
each agency.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
359.3, down 0.1.
Below dam 302.8, up 1.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.3,
down 0.1.
Below dam 306.3, down 0.2.















Subscribers Wile hove net
received thek home -delivered
copy of lbs Mowry, ledger
Times by 5:30 p.m. illooday-
friday or by 3:28 p.m. eft Sew
days aro urged to me 7531516
bete/sea 5:30 p.m. mud 6 p.m.,
elowday-fridirs, or 3:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Seherdays, to insers
delivery of the aewspeaer. Cells
mast be pieced by 6 p.m. week-
days or 4 p.m. Sorterfoys to
guereatee delivery.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE--108 E. 12111 ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local NumberFOR NE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORAThe Number To Call
7534434
*over • •••
worth along the Kentucky
River, McIntyre said.
Floodwalls and levees at
various locations added to the
savings, he said.
He said the corps may
undertake additional flood
control projects at William-son, W. ‘T., Pineville and
Barbourville, Ky., along the
Cumberland River,
Prestonsburg, Ky., on theLevisa Fork and Martin, Ky.,on the headwaters of theLevisa Fork.
—Sfidntyre said the corps has
"limited data" on the effectsof sedimentation caused bystrip mining and timber
cutting. We do not have data
that would indicate the true
effects of sedimentation on the
carrying capacity of the
larger streams," he said.
We tend to believe ...that
while the sediment builds up
in some areas the stream
erodes in others and the




said his division is gathering
data from state and federal
agencies on the floods and
factors that contributed to
them.
The division still lacks in-
formation on land use, such as
strip mining and timber
cutting, and is still processing
rainfall data .from the
National Weather Service,
Brandenburg said.
Indications so far are that
the corps projects helped
reduce the damage, he said.
"It does appear that
significant state reduction
was realized by these
reservoirs."
He said that the state
Economic Development
Commission will hold a
hearing June 29 in the House
chamber at the state capitol to
gather information on the
effects of the floods.
L'Hoping 10 build a better ciry for the people of Munav, Kt.present and future"'
Thank You In Advance for Your Help
Poltucal ad paid fee by candidate
J.N. (Nardiman)
Nix















WRY BOY BRAND-X 23CN.INNEN YOU CAN SET FAMOUS REALISTIC FORTY-NAURU RADIOS AT PRICES LIKE TRIO? SEVENTEEN EXTRA UNCLUTTEREDCNANNELS AND BRAND NEW PU CIRCUITRY! ONLY AT RADIO SNACK!
$2000
n‘pit•• che,9e







REALISTIC TRC-468 FOR UNDER TO!
Reg. 9995
20°. OFF' Our lowest price ever ona 40 ch mobile CB Squelch. ANL.
lighted channel doll
REALISTIC TRC-452 FOR UNDER '120!
Reg.13995
All the power of last year's model'Lighted S/RF meter and dial. RF
gain. ANL Just 2x5 7/8x7' 2'
SAVE 20%
CAR RADIO CB CONVERTER
Hear 40 ch of CB Reg. 2495thru your car AM
.radio and save! No 
11 
095
crystals to buy 21-500
sAvE$9095
  iig4.1 9.2,9
Realistic STA-64 AM-FM stereoreceiver at a 37°. discount! TapelTh ff monitor, loudness control mag phono
input custom walnut veneer'





BUY THE COMPLETE SYSTEM
• Realistic STA-64 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-1000 Walnut Veneer Speaker Systems
• Lab-14 3-Speed Record Changer With Etas*
and Diamond-Stylus Magnetic Cartridge
RADIO SHACK'S 1977 PRICES ARE ON AVERAGE WtTHINA CIF OUR LOW 197t PRICES
10-7 Mon.- thru Olympic
Thurs., Sat.
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Smoke Detectors Give Americans
Extra Protection Against House Fire
EDITOR'S NOTE: The
smell of smoke may be the
first signal that your house is
on fire. But you may not notice
the smell until it's too late. A
growing number of Americans
are giving themselves extra




-sr Thousands of lives and
billions of dollars in property
are going up in flames each
year, and many Americans
are turning to home smoke
detectors to lessen their





sales of smoke detectors may
reach the $200 million mark by
1980, up from $87-million last
year...
The agency would like to see
the devices in 25 per cent of
American homes by 1980 and















Political Ad Paid for by Candidate
gotten a boost from state and
local authorities who are
requiring them in some or all
new buildings. Such
regulations are in effect in
more than 30 states, according
to the fire prevention unit.
The proliferation of models
— Underwriters Laboratories
says - 98 brands of smoke
alarms meet its standards this
year, up from only four in 1970
— has caused problems for
consumers trying to buy
wisely.
"Too often ... the consumer
has inadequate knowledge of
the workings of detectors and
. of placement and servicing
once he has purchased one or
more = detectors," said a'
spokesman for the National
Bureau of Standards in the
Department of Commerce.
Most experts agree that the
detectors have the potential to
save lives. Commerce
Department studies show that
smoke detectors could cut
deaths from home fires, now
about 12,000 annually, by more
than 40 her cent.
Howard Tipton, ad-
ministrator of the fire
prevention unit, calls the
home smoke detector "the
most significant technological
weapon our nation has to




generally cost between $30
and $50, although some
models may be ilightly more
expensive, depending on such
extra features as test buttons.
All of. the—smoke alarm
systems pork by sensing the
rising smoke from a fire and
sounding a warning. Don't
worry about sleeping through
the alarm. "They make an
atrocious noise." explained
one owner. -
There are two types of
PARKER'S
Uniform & Maternity Fashions
MAYFIELD SOPPING PLAZA mAYFIELD KENTUCKY 42066
Telephone(502)247-8449
after breast surgery. . .
Airway® Companion II
An Airway representative
will be at Parker's
to assist you
Friday, May 20, 9:30-5:00
Saturday, May 21,9:30-5:00
The Airway Companion It offers post-mastectomy
comfort and confidecne and nobody will ever
know you're wearing It unless you tell them! The
Airway Companion II is designed io be worn in any
proper fitting bra And because the Airway Com-
panion 11 is 100% silicone, it looks and feels like
you For consultation and your questions answered,
come into our deportment Friday and Saturday
detectors on the market:
photoelectric and ionization
chamber. Both can detect
smoke far from the origin of
the fire.
The photoelectric detector
uses a photoelectric bulb that
sends forth a beam of light.
When smoke enters the
detector, light from the beam
is reflected from the smoke
particles into a photocell and
the alarm is triggered.
The ionization chamber
model contains a 'small
radiation source that
peoduces electrically charged
air molecules called ions. The
presence of the ions allows a
small electric current to flow
in the chamber. When smoke
particles enter the chamber,
they attach themseves to the
ions and reduce the flow of
electric current The change
in the current sets off the
alarm.
(GoVernment and private
testing agencies have rejected
claims that the small amount
of the radiation produced by
the ionization models is
dangerous; before any
detector is placed on the
market, the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
performs a radiation safety




models claim that their
alarms can respond more
quickly to invisible fume
particles. The National
Bureau of Standards says,
however, that both types of
detectors "are equally ef-
fective in the home" if
properly installed. They say
ionization detectors generally
will react more quickly to
flaming fires, but
photoelectric models respond
faster to smouldering fires.
You may want to install both
kinds of detectors, but the
authorities stress that there is
no need to.
The detectors are powered
by batteries or by household
current. The battery-operated
models — usually of the
ionization variety — are.
easier to install, but you will
have to replace the batteries
approximately once a year at
a cost of $2 to $10.
Battery-operated detectors
approved by a recognized
testing agency such as
Underwriters Laboratories —
UL — are required to sound a
trouble signal — a sort of
chirping sound — when the
batteries need to be replaced.
The signal usually lasts for
seven days. If you will be
away from home for a long
period of time, check your
alarm when you return.
Detectors which operate on
household current may be
plugged into an existing outlet
or permanently wired into the
home's electrical system. If
you choose the first option,
ornake sure thcoutlet does not
operate with an on-off wall
switch, since you could turn
the detector off accidentally.
If you want a permanently
wired system, you will need an
electrician for installation.
Expect to pay between $25 and
$50.
Like the battery-operated
devices, the detectors that run
on current include a warning
— usually a light — to indicate
that the power is functioning.
If you are unsure about
which model to buy or where
to install it, check your local
fire department. As a general
rule, the best place for any
alarm is on the ceiling or high
on an inside wall just below
the ceiling. (That's because
smoke rises.) If your home
has more than one story, you
will need a detector on every
level. The detector for the first
floor should. be placed on the
ceiling at the base of the
stairwell.
In the basement, the alarm
should be located on the
ceiling at the bottom of the
stairway.
Detectors should be in-
stalled near enough to
bedrooms so that the alarm
can be heard if the door IS
closed. The detector should
not be installed within three
feet of an air supply register
that might blow the smoke
away.
You also should keep the
detector away from air
conditioners and fans. It
generally is not a good idea to
place the alarm in the kitchen
or too close to a fireplace
because of the possibility of
false alarms.
False alarms also can be set
off by dirt. Dust or vacuum the
grillwork regularly and check
the detector once every 30
days, using the test button if
there is one, or blowing smoke
into the unit.
All alarms should be used in
connection with a family
escape plan. According to the
Bureau of Standards, a smoke
detector in working condition
will usually give you at least
three minutes to evacuate the
house. Hold fire drills so all
family members know how to
get out quickly. Don't try to
fight the fire yourself. Choose
a meeting place outside the
house so you will know
whether everyone has
escaped. Once all family
members are safe, go to a
neighbor's and call the fire
department.
1 HOSPITAL NEWS 1
05-11-77
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Jourden (mother-
Vicky), Rt. 1, Almo, Baby Boy
Denton (mother- Cathy), R. 8,
Box 830, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Jim L. Donelson, R. 6,
Murray, Ky., Roland F.
Byrne, General Delivery, New
Concord, Miss Cornelia Polk,
606 S. 4th St., Murray, Mrs.
Elisa F. Minton, R. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs-. Reva- Ann
Burkeen, 711 Poplar St.,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley A.
Knight, R. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Oleter T. Leffler, Box 28,





About 10,000 college graduates
will become military officers
this summer, marking the
first increase in commissions
through the Reserve Officer
Training Corps since 1970.
The numbers reflect an
apparent turnaround in ROTC
enrollment two years ago
after a steady eight-year
decline resulting from an anti-
military mood, often marked
by open hostility, on many
campuses during the Vietnam
war.
The ROTC's recovery
appears to be continuing,
judging by an 8 per cent rise in
enrollments this year to a total
of 81,544 ;nen and women
cadets at 356 colleges and
universities.
The services view the
turnaround as vitally im-
portant because the college
ROTC program is a major
source of young officers,
particularly for the Army.
In recent years, as never
before, the services have been
drawing on college manpower
for young officers.
All in all, Pentagon officials
report, the climate on campus
has changed drastically from
what it was in the late 19608
and early 1970s when ROTC
buildings were attacked and
military instructors harassed.
In the 1969-1970 academic
year alone, the armed ser-
vices reported 225 acts of
violence aimed at ROTC.
"ROTC buildings and
programs provide a visible
and convenient target for
campus dissidence directed..
toward the federal govern-
ment," a Pentagon official
told Congress in May 1972.
Damage ran into millions of
dollars, according to official
estimates.




switched from ,compulsory to
optional programs. Some
stripped ROTC programs of
academic credit.
ROTC hit bottom in the 1974
school year with about 63,300
cadets, the lowest number
since World War II.
The following year,
enrollment turned upward to
68,000 and this has resulted in
increased ROTC officer
graduations two years later.
The services began opening
ROTC to women in 1969 and
their numbers in college units
have grown rapidly as the
Army, Navy, Marine Corps
and Air Force widened career




15,400 women, a jump of 28 per
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I appreciate the opportunity I have had to serve as
your county judge. I need your help and support and
_ earnestly solicit your assistance and vote.
I have tried to manage your affairs in your best in-
terest - I am sure I have not pleased every one of you:
but I have done my best to do what I thought was
right, based on fads known to me at the time the
decision was made.
Calloway County is in sound financial condition.
Calloway County is free of debt. Calloway County has
not borrowed any money during my terms of office.
Calloway County has not levied any new taxes.
You are urged to compare Calloway County's roads,
health department, library, jail, courthouse, hospital,
airport, county garage, (under construction) and dog
pound, with those of your neighboring counties.
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Worker Dies Of Burns
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. ( AP)
— A Tennessee construction
worker burned in a steam
explosion here Tuesday has
died of his injuries, base
authorities said.
Isaac Gafford of Clarksville,
Tenn., died late Wednesday
afternoon at the Ft. Campbell
hospital. He had been burned
over 80 per cent of his body.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service,
May 19, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Rog Market
Report Includes Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 444 Est GOO Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady to .50 lower
US 1-2 300-330 lbs. . $43.75-44.00 few 44.25
US 1-3 300-2401bs. 94356-43.75
US 2-4240-280 lbs. 943.00-43.50
US 3-4 280-2U0 lb. $42.2543.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bs 935.00-35.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. 936.00-37.00us la 450-650 lbs. . 137-00-3740US 2-3 300-500 lbs.  134.00-36.00
Boars 24.00-27.00
Gafford and two others,
civilian construction workers
working on new barracks
here, were burned when a
steam pipe exploded. One of
the others was released from
the hospital Wednesday, while
the third was flown to the U.S.
Army Burn Center at Ft. Sam
Houston, Tex.
Burley Auction
MT. STERLING, Ky. ( AP)
— The Burley Auction
Warehouse Association will
hold its 31st annual convention
at Gatlinburg, Tenn., May 22-
24.
Philip Wells, association
president, said the program
includes reports on various






The campaign journey has been a long one
that has carried me from Pine Bluff to Brown's
Grove east and west and Hazel to beyond
Dexter north and south, and I have done my
very best to knock at each front door in my
effort to tell you how much the office of
county judge means to me, George Weaks,
on May 24. Now as we go down that last mile,
my wish is that you take just a minute of your
time to think about the five years and more
that I have been running for this fine office,
and over 50 years in a kind of dream of an
ambition.
Since the days of old, the people are said to
have been best served by their public officials
within 12 years and no longer. My good op-
ponent is now asking for 24 years, twice the
accepted rule and nearly twice the years the
late President F. D. Roosevelt served his coun-
try as president. Stop and think of a quarter of
century for the taxpayers to pay one official a
salary, provide free office space, support the
salary of a private secretary, pay the heat,
lights and water, and even the writing paper
and postage stamps. Isn't that a bit overdone
in a county system that depends upon fa
reasonable rotation in public office to sustain
our democratic system?
I have faith in our system as you do. None of
us has a mysterious quality that makes us in-
dispensible to serve the people. Calloway
County citizens have had just reason to be
proud that they have never had need for a
"political boss" to direct our public affairs. Nor
do the citizens have need for one tomorrow,
is my honest opinion.
Neither do I have the opinion that the City
of Murray should levy a payroll tax upon our
working peopfe and should you elect me to
the office of County Judge, I will exercise the
influence of that office to oppose such a
proposal that I understand is now under
serious consideration. Nor am I of the im-
pression that the county should levy an ad-
ditional tax payroll tax burden upon our
laboring force. I am confident that our rapid
growth and sustained progress are sufficient
to keep the wheels of county government
running smoothly without taking more out of
the working people's paychecks each week.
We have in the past been the most
progressive county in the state and we must
do it in the future WITHOUT A PAYROLL TAX.
I have done my utmost to sustain the faith
you have so generously extended to me, and
nothing on earth could occur that can change
me from the path of the good life I have
discovered through your willingness to lend a
helping hand. I am grateful beyond humble
words for your aid and assistance before,






STORE HOURS:1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681 Specials Good Thurs. 19 thru Wed. 25 
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31 oz. Returnable Bottle
15' each
































COCKTAIL 4-7 oz 39'
Hyde Pork Sliced or Crushed








































Chef Boy Ar Dee Meatball
STEW




The Best Meats In Town
U. S. Choice Tender Cut
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Crossword Puzzler
• ACROSS 3 Display
I Pronoun 4 So be it'







13 Having dull incompatibility
finish 10 Poem
1114 Room in ordinance
harem 19 Near
15 Write 21 Unusual
16 Mistake 22 Note of
17 Recent scale
18 Scottish for 23 ChOolle
' John ' 24 Mournful
20 Lifeless 26 Make
22 Direction amends




28 Beverage 30 Lift with
29 Cut of meat lever
30 Talk idly 32 Painful
31 Ancient 33 Household
chariot pet
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HAVING A 'YARD Sale?
Pick-up free signs,







may be obtained at
City Clerks Office,
City Hall Building
and must be retur-
ned not later than
May 28, 1977.











Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
JESUS STATES in
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
.. he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom 0-
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further information












bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
I KNOW HOU) IT 15 .















I WC)UN7E17 TH 15 ONE WHEN
HE TIE TO ROB AND KILL
A REPVL ER. THE OTHER
Two TFetED TO ATTACK
ME...
AH B{N  
.3eTTIN' I.-RE FO'A WEEK
NOW- WIFOOT- NO FOOD























South 16th Street. 753-















YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
$100 REWARD for in-
formation leading to
arrest and conviction of
hit and run driver in-
volved in wreck Friday
night, May 13 at in-
tersection of 121 South
and Locust Grove Road.
Car is believed to be late
60 to early 70 model
Couger. Light colored
with some priver spots.




looking for a lady
companion between the
ages of 62 to 65 years.




















5. lost And Found
_JOST BLACK and gray
frames. Glasses cut
hexagon. Call 435-4302.




Name on collar, G.O.
Wilson. Reward. Call
753-3536.
LOST BLACK and white
spotted puppy. Named
Alfred. Approximately
30 lbs, approximately 6
months old. If you see
him or have information







tion has an opening 'for
an experienced
chemical operator. Must










sitter for baby girl,
beginning August.
Would prefer in my
home. Call 753-4820.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-













order cook, 2 ex-
perienced waitresses.
Steady work. Above
average pay. Ky. Lake
Lodge Restaurant in
Aurora, Ky. Call 474-
2259.
SALESPERSON










business with a good
income. , No risk. For
appointment call 753-
3763.







files. Apply in own
handwriting, stating
age, family status,




can train you). Box 32V.
FEMALE. Hitching post
Gift Shop. At Aurora.
Call 474-2266.
SOMEONE WANTED to















with -a general main-
tenance of our equip-
ment. Some general
knowledge of mechanics
helpful, but not ab-
solutely necessary.
Must be industrious and
willing to learn. Contact
Walt Parkins, Paschall























For the eleventh con-
secutive year, Elec-
trolux is offering sum-




$1,000, $750 and $500
special awards for




Last year the sales
volume of students in
the summer program
totaled over 2 million
dollars. Interested
students may call 443-










starting salary $600 per
month. Send complete
resume to P. 0. Box 32T,
Murray, Ky.
ASSISTANT MANAGER






must be married and
nave experience in food
service. Send full
resume and picture to:






















people "Alb depeedeblit trees
hrs. Top operortors inlet in
access of 650,000 pot veer.













s•411 flhtWO 01 n0•19en
011A1 FACTORY - DiFIECT
wholesa1str associates to Si•













IThIS IS not a franchise)
FOR FREE BROCHURE cell
TOLL FREE 1-800-643-5596






















14 Want In Buy
WANTED - Complete
twin bed. Call 753-8764.
FEATHERBEDS
PAYING top price. Call
753-7462 after 5 a.m.
14 Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 753-
9232.
15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
RUG 13'6" x 23'6", color-
green valler. Very good
condition. Includes
padding and extra short
pieces. Call 753-2501.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap 'with
Blue Lustre. Rent
shampooer, Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
AIR COMPRESSORS for
sale. All sizes available.
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551.
COPPERTONE Hotpoint
washer. All cycles. $75.
Call 753-2967 after 5 p.
m.
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift -
Shop."
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
USED AIR conditioner.




first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular 18.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,




sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position ther-
mostat and variable'














couch and chair, armed
chair, dining chairs.
Cheap. Call 753-9863
FOR SALE - Shingles
$13.50 sq. roll roofing
$6.50 ea., 1,5.1b. felt.$5.00
4 x 8 particle board - 14"
at $1.40, its" at $2.00, L2"
at $2.50, 58" at $2.85.
Plywood 34" at $900.2 x
4's at .80 ea. Paneling 4x
8 sheets over 80 selec-
tions starting at $2.75 ea.
Wood Spindles at .05 per
inch. •Paint. Styofoam
insulation - l'2" and 1" 4
x 8 sheets. Doors
starting at $5.00 ea.
Bathroom vanities and
wall board. Tomato
stakes at .06 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$25.00, used office chairs
starting at $5.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at .15
cents lb. Closet cedar 4 x
8 sheets $3.75 to $6.00.
Ross;- Tuck Salvage
Mdse. Inc.,P.O. Box 88,
Martin, Tn. 38237,
, Phone: 901-587-2420,
Open on Sat. Until 3:00.
5 H.P. RIDING mower.
Reconditioned this
spring. $125. Call 753-
9680.
lIEBUILT LAWNmowers. $25 and up. lc'apd H Repair, 94 East.
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15. Articles For Sale
F YOU think home fires
always happen to other





,GRASS HOG cuts grass






chair, dining table and 4
chairs. Portable stereo,
black and white portable
TV., two twin size
mattresses all in good
condition. Call 753-5905
after 4 p.m.
- STOVE, AIR conditioner,
refrigerator, vacuum
cieaner, and rug. Call





DESK WITH chair, $30.
Early American -couch,
$3so. Male end tables, $55
set. Couch and chair,
$50. Chrome dinette set,
$35. Macrame plant
hanger, $3.50 and up.













$45.00. We rebuild your




6 times. Call 753-2967
after 5 p. m.
-
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.
ELECTRIC WAGON, 6
ton. Two row tobacco
setter, 2 row cultivator,
6 row sprayer 110 gallon
tank and pump. Three
12" JD plows, three 14"
JD plows. 10 bushel
seeder-fertilizer. 300 IH
tractor. Many other
itenTS. to see call 753-
8090 between 6 a.m. and
2 p.m. or 3 miles south
on Murray Paris Road.
FOR SALE - Hay elevator
and gasoline motor. Call
753-4848.
ONE ROW HOLLAND
tobacco setter in good
condition. Call 753-2987.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing








Loretta Jobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579
Truly an exceptional buy-a charming 3 bedroom brick
with electric baseboard heat, concrete drive, trees and
shrubs, located in the Robertson School District In
20's_Please calt
Lovely wooded lot near schools. Nice neighborhood-140
*200.
Exclusive fisting_Business building suitable for dean-up
shop or repair shop. Also included is apartment and
mobile homes for additional income. ExceNent income
property in the city.
Sold
room. Low heatbaths, family roomItetirlace, rec
Brick Colonial on w r lot. 4 bedrooms with 2
bills, almost 4,000 sqraSiOffler
Commercial lot.-50 358, across from city park available
only lot left for sale_ 
WhereMother Nature has her way-This country home
has 5 bedrooms, fireplace in master bedroom, large living
room with fireplace, dining room, ri acres with garden
space, apple trees and vineyard, large shade trees. Priced
in the 20's. Sold
First time offered-3 betromns Colonial, 2 baths, family
room, large pla room.M1Mscaped, near schools-Call
today. Satisfied
You11 be impressed when you see the workmanship and
quality in this new home_Distinctive design with natural
woods and decorator bricits-archways_master bedroom
suite with double bath and private patio-plus three other
bedrooms, baths, lots of glass-Call 753-1492 for more
details.
An eye-catcher-Donl fail to see this charming 3
bedrbom ranch. Your family will love the living room
with a Franklin fireplace, large kitchen, paved drive, gar-
den area and only minutes from town-in the 20's.
let us siv% spacious011atJart. 4 bedrooms, living
town. Fenced yard.
Bluechip Offering_Treniendous story brick in
prestigious area_spacious wide open feeling open
balcony over looks family room with fireplace, beautiful
kitchen_landscaped yard. For a private showing, call
today.
Security, beistattil qur famiy, it's all here
in this disti 2 baths, breakfast
room, Great rtigg .cc d sliding glass doors
to patio. lust Aaryou are I
Fun in the sun - in your own 16* 32 pooLFenced yard for
privacy_4 bedrooms, 2 baths, carpeted living room with
dining area, excellent neighborhood. Start the summer
rightt^
Nature lovers will love this home located on 5 wooded
acres, lots of fruit trees, berries, and English Walnut trees.
Rustic family room with stone fireplace, 5 bedrooms, 2
baths, sun deck_approx.15 minutes from town.
A home for all reasonsJovely home on large shaded lot
approx. 4900 sq. ft. of gracious riving, 5 bedrooms, 4
baths, family room and rec room. Call and make an ap-
pointment today.
Owner anxious to move, large frame home near Univer-•
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19 farm Equipment





like new plow and Heavy
Duty 6' disc. Two axle





New Holland baler, $950,
-pickup disc, $200. Three
14" plow (fair con-
dition). $175. Rose,
Concord Highway at Old





tires, also 7 ft. mower
and 2 bottom plow-to be
sold with tractor. One 2




good condition with a





345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and







Call 753-2967 after 4 p.
m.
POWERBILT golf clubs,
full set. Call 753-6901
before 3:30.
SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 5274814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
1970 20' TRi-ItULL Mark
Twain, with tandem
trailer. 215 h.p. Merc
Cruiser with heavy duty
outdrive. Boat, motor
and outdrive in excellent
condition. Only 210
hours. Call 753-4342.
1;2 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Compar.y, across
from Post Office, Paris,
oTennessee.
BALDWIN 9 FT. concert
grand piano used.. Have




















with glass doors and









Garrison, 753-5429 after -
4 p. m.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.










console in your home for
only $10.00 a month. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
12" COLOR T.V. Call 753-
8712 after 5:30.
MAVERICK 250 base




new. For balance due or
low monthly payment. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
12 x 65 unfurnished, extra
nice. $5100. Call 489-2792.
COLOR CONSOLE TV.,
$50. Call 753-7935.
CB WALKIE TALKIE set
with adapter. Three
channel. One never
used. $75. Call 753-0062.
FOR SALE OR RENT -
12 x 60, 2 bedroom
trailer. Call 436-5604.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 LAFAYETTE 2
bedroom, 12 x 65. With
washer and dryer. See
at Riviera as, or call
753-3280.
1973 12 x 72
TOWN HO c.S1 ,
bedrooms, 1 bathe living
room, den With -bar,
kitchen, all large rooms.




home with 2 lots. 21
miles South of Murray.
Near Ky. Lake. Call 436-
2504. -
12 x 60, 1974 Buckaneer
mobile home. Call 435-
4594 after 4:30 p.m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x TO 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to afl 8
acres. All within 2 yearks
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
NICE TWO BEDROOM.
one or 2 people only
small court. Call 753-
8126 after 5 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
all house furniture. $45
month. East of Alrno.
Call 753-6791.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.




31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS to rent
2 bedroom house or
apartment. In or around
Murray. Call 753-2732
32 Apartments For Rent
CUTE EFFIC1E
apartment for 1 or 2. $85














from campus. Call 753-
2967 after 4:30.
DUPLEX APARTMENT
miles east of Murray



































34. Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM, 2
bath, brick. 3.5 miles
from Murray on 94E.
$200 per month. Call 492-
8598.
SMALL UNFURNISHED
house in country. Near
New Concord. Hot and





HOUSE 31, miles East of
Murray. Prefer
Christian family. $100
e .. math. Call 753-8368.
LAKE FRONT 2 bedroom
furnished house. Will
rent by week, month or
year :Call 753-4055.
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
Saturday May 21, 10 a.m., rain or shine, at Graham
Bailey lake front home. From Murray travel Hwy. 121
to New Concord. across Tenn. State Line Born at sign,
(Cypress Bay Resbrt) travel to and turn at sole sign.
Offering from this beautiful home, many things
not needed in home recently bought, selling
Whirlpool refrigerator like new, new Homelite
chain saw, hedge and hand saws, electric drill, new
pine lumber, steel cables, brick, cement blocks
target (clay pigeon) thrower, wheel barrow, small
tools, red wood and other tables, stack and folding
chairs, Johnson and Gracia rod and reels, new Robs
Serie broiler and fryer. Other electrical pieces, oil
and gas lanterns, bar stools round table book stand,
grill with motor; 10 and 20 cup coffee makers, an-
tique and small collectors items, 6 drawer walnut
desk; chair, rockers and other chairs, old and near
cut glass. Compost, butter, pickle and other glass
dishes, hand painted glass and china, covered
bridge and other fine pictures, churn silver brass, a
pewter top piece, wash kettle, drapes spreads, down
filled comforter, cots & sleeping bags, 8 pieces of
Maritake china, crystal milk impression roseville
Japanese and other fine pieces. 14 Foot bass boat, 70
h. p. motor, used 3 hours, all extras, trolling motor.
A Moody tilt trailer, 2 sets of Mine rail wheel with
bearing for ramp tracks. Eats and- drinks on
premises. Not responsible for accidents. Detailed
announcements day of sale.
Douglas Shoemaker
Sale Manger - Phone 753-3.375
James E. Travis Auctioneer,
Paris, Tennessee - License 0278
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call DaI Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - tour










Service age. Call 753-
3336 after 5.
EIGHT HEREFORD
cows and calves. $250 a
pair or best offer.. Call
753-3624 from 8 a.m. to
8:30 p.m.
PERFORMANCE tested
and 34 blood Sim-
mental and Maine-
Anjou bulls. Only the
very best performance
bulls. Selected from
over 1,000. Cows are
being offered for sale.
Broad Bent Farms,
Cadiz, Ky. 42211. Call




Poodle pups. White 1












silver. From $75-up. Jim















Leaving Ky., swing set,
sand box, mattresses,
deep freeze, tires, toys,
canned goods. Lots
more - very reasonable:.
May 20,8 till 8, May 21,8
till 12. 409 N. 10th St.
SIX PARTY Carport sale.
Friday and Saturday








Saturday, May 21st., 10 a.m., at 906 N. 16th
Street, Murray, Ky.
Will sell house of furniture, glass, china, cooking
utensils, small appliances, tools, nice hide-a-bed
couch, recliner, odd chairs, rockers, lamps, pic-
tures, quilt tops, nice poster bedroom suite, other
beds, 1/2 bed, springs and mattresses. Chest of
drawers, protable t.v., record player,
Remington typewriter, Duncan Phyfe dining and
chairs, glass door corner cabinet, coffee, end and
center tables, nice 'electric stove, vacuum
cleaner, good garden tiller, lawn mower, 7,-/h.p.







FIVE PARTY yard sale.
Saturday, May 21st from
8-4. 618 South 9th. Ladies
clothing, sizes 7 through
14, childrens clothing,
sizes 3 through 12. Toys
and other items. In case
of rain will be following
Saturday.
YARD SALE, at 1513
Clayshire Drive Friday
May 20th, 9-5.
YARD SALE - Saturday,
May 21, 9 to 2. Wiggins
Furniture Parking Lot,
Highway 641 North.
YARD SALE, 12 mile
north of Stella on 121.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. 9-5. Clothing
of all sizes, odds and
ends. _
YARD SALE, 1415 West
Poplar Street. Friday






May 21, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m
GARAGE SALE.,
Saturday, May 21. 8








Sale. 9-4 Friday and
Saturday, 201 South
15th. Plants, flower pots,





deluxe home, with 2',2
baths, dining room, den
with fireplace and
garage. Located close to
schools. Call 753-3903.
ATTENTION NOME OWNERS
thoseA n ot hheirghyeuot tsy aboi insaf obrvoond yourcond  e payingitiaorningand
_this winter it will be heat bills Let us cur muse
utility bills plus beautify your home with No I
insulated aluminum siding We also do trim
work on brick homes
All Work Guaranteed
Prodarts Guaranteed by Factory
YOUR ALSCO ANACONDA DEALER
MIDSOUTH ALUMINUM
CONTRACTOR
8 19 Paris Rood
Mayfield, Ky_ 42066 Tale. 24 7-6 161
Sears REMARKABLELOW PRICES
WASHER, heavy duty, 24- wd  $119.95
DRYER, Normal and air cycles  $124.95
SEWING MACHINE, zig tag and dial to sew  . $66.95
VACUUM CLEANER, upright  $36.95
DISHWASHER, portable or under counter . . $119.95
RANGE, electric, 30" counter unit  8129.96
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 to. It.  $189.95
AIR CONDITIONER, window type  $134.00
FREEZER, chest or upright 6 cu. ft.  $119.00
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section $229.00
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape . $189.00
TV COLOR, memory fine tuning .... $241.00






No. 394 - Reduced!!! You can move right in this
country home with approx. lit acres. House is in
good condition. Located' 2 miles from Puryear,
Term. Now priced at only $22,500.00.
No. 385- MUST SELL!!! Owners are selling due
to bad health.. this prosperous business in Cot-
tage Groye, Tenn., includes a feed mill fully
equipped and a store set up to sell all types of
products used by the farmer. The business in-
cludes a Pax and Snapper dealership, and a gas
station. Will consider any offer or will trade for
iand!!
No. 431 - Approx. 85 acres. about 50 open and
tillable, 35 wooded fenced and cross fenced, a
milk barn, 2 pole barns. Located on Shady Grove
Road in Henry Co., Tennessee. Price $45,000.00.
Paris Tenn 901-642-2198
No. 444 - See this impressive 3 bwiroom home
with full basement, living room, eat-in kitchen
with built-ins, den, 2 baths. Plus approx. 20 acres
all open. Located off Hwy. 641, 5 miles north of
Paris, Tenn. All for only $60,000.00.
•
-
No. 363 - 50.7 acres.. and a neat 3 bedroom raised
ranch home with living room, dining and kitchen
combination, den, 1 bath. Approx. 35 acres open.
15 wooded. Also, milk barn and work shop
LocAed at Buchanan, Tenn_ All for $69.000 00
No. 439 - Approx. 30 acres.. about 25 acres open,
18 tillable. 7 in pasture, 5 wooded, pond, large
tobacco barn, four-tenths acre tobacco base
Good road frontage. Also, 2 bedroom furnished
mobile home. Located at Crossland, Tennessee.
Good buy at $18,500 00
nil Associate Real Estate with Us
























located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent op-
portunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kiipperud Realty 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
MINT CONDITION - 3
bed' oom frame,
w• fireplace, dining room,
electric heat, screened
porch. Well landscaped




Agency, 206 South 4th,
753-5646.
REALTORS
South 12th at SYcoroot•
TELEPHONE 753-1051
OWNER SAYS SELL!!!
Income property. . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apart-
ments, central gas heat,








Located in a peaceful
country setting on Ford
Road, just a short
distance SW of Murray
city limits. Has many
features that accent the
thoughtfulness of the
design and lay-out. Call








2 blocks from Kentucky
Lake, on a shaded lot.
Must see to appreciate.
Owner lives out of state
and is unable to utilize.
Phone 753-3744, Stinson









for a place to live? Or
are you looking for
rental property? Look
no further! Consider this
recently painted, two
bedroom, house on
South 10th Street. Priced
for any pocketbook,
under $10,000.00. Call
today for an. ap-
pointment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505






702 &moth 401 $hoo
Moire 753-3243
•
NEW LISTING at 804
Sunny Lane. Nice 3
• bedroom white brick,
attached garage, large





A PI.ACE TO SWIM. You
would open the doors to
comfortable, private
casual living with your
own 20 x 40 fenced
ssimming pool and 3
bedroom home located
close to shopping cen-
ters. This is the first
• time offered and price is
in the low 30's. Don't
miss out on this one!
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753-1222, for




WAL DROP REAL ESTATE




LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice





WOULD YOU like to have
your own business?




Dipper Jim's Ice Cream
is in ideal location for
tremendous growth
potential. Like life on
the lake? Have income
and lake living by in-
vesting in this com-
mercial boat repair -
spacious, like-new
building on 4 com-
mercial lots on main
lake. In city limits, we
have a business building




type of business. Call for
details on any of these
Opportunities, or -come
by, 105 N. 12th Boyd




bedroom, 11/2 bath home
at '1312 Kirkwood Drive.
A pretty den with
fireplace that opens on-
to a redwood deck. An










Ky. Lake near Hamlin.
For information call
Robert A. Morris 436-
2473.












46. Homes For Sale
SEVEN' ROOM house, 4
acres land, by owner.
$30,000. Lynn Grove, 435-
4240. Leaving area.
HOUSE IN COUNTRY
nearly finished, 900 sq.
ft. on 3 wooded acres.
Large garslen, well
septic tank, all utilities.
61/2 miles SE of Murray.
$10,000. Call 436-2173.
BY OWNER. - Custom
designed quality built
home. Formal living





brick wall), den with
fireplace, large
bathroom with 10 ft. of
cabinet space. Master
bedroom (14 x 16) with
full bath, 14' closet,
velvet drapes. Two
smaller bedrooms, each
12 x 14 with 12' closets.
Extra large utility room
with outside entrance.
Could be used as 4th
bedroom or office.
Single car garage, all
paneled, large patio, 90
x 160 lot size, central
heat and air, lots of
extras. Call 753-2290.
CRAPPIE HOLLOW, -
double lot on 280 and
Lakeway Shores plus
mobile home. Excellent






46. Homes For Sale
THE PRICE is right on
this clean, neat, 3
bedroom house with
carport. Can be seen
anytime by calling 753-
3903.
BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
brick, fully shag car-
peted, baseboard heat,
freshly painted, large
lot. Paved drive. Call
now to see, 753-7835.
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE house for starter
or retirement. Enjoy
country living, 2 miles
from town in this 2
bedroom brick with
large yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large' lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on






Call 753-6969 after 5 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM
brick needs some work.
Immediate possession,
$4200 down. Assume
FHA loan. Call 753-78659




horife: TWo -and, One half
baths, three large
picture windows, two
and a half car paneled
garage. Central heat
and air conditioning.
Located on Main Street,
Puryear. For sale by
owner. 247-5257.
WELL KEPT 4 bedroom
brick home, 5 minutes
from town on 2'2 acres
with 18 x 22 barn. Nice
shade and garden. Call
753-7620 after 5, p.m.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
brick on lot next to Old
Kirksey School. Call 489-
2110.
MUS1 SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 after
5 p.m.
BY OWNER - brick, 3
bedroom, large living
room, kitchen-den,
utility, 1 bath, deck, gas










for a small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Call 354-
8222 after .4 p. m.
1975 750 HONDA
motorcycle. 3500 miles.
Windjammer and lots of
extras. Will sell or trade
for compact car or truck
of equal value. Call 753-
5267 before 5 p.m. 753-
8721 after 5 p.m.
1972 TRIUMPH 750. $850.
Call 436-2635
1972 HONDA CB 350, $450.
Call 753-1966 Wards.
1973 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Forward mounted
shocks. Top end rebuilt.
New rear bearing. Seals
dampers and tire.
Preston Petty fenders
and tank: Call 436-2742.
SUMMER FUN SALE.
1976 360 Yamaha, 1974
XI, 175 Honda, 1973 SI.
125 Honda, 1974 XII 75.'
Call 753-4641 between 7 ,
and 5..
1974 KAWASAKI 450 MX




At Pine Bluff Shores is this exceptionally nice
mobile home with slide out room. Sliding glass
doors from living room to large, redwood deck.
Located on two lots. Aluminum storage building
and greenhouse included. Priced to sell at
$18,500.00.
ROBERTS REALTY caters to only the finest and best that iswhy Calloway Coutity people and property is their uppermost thought! A sample of the best property in the countyis listed below for your consideration.
Eleganceand beauty are just two of the words to
discribe the house at 809 Olive. 5,500 square feet
of living space! Three fireplaces, two bedroom
suites plus two single bedrooms. Three baths and
lot 90'X310'. All of this plus an assumable loan!
You must view the inside to appreciate this
house! $69,500.00.
Are you budget wise? Then consider this five
room frame house just minutes from downtown
Murray. Natural gas heat and new gas hot water
heater. Extra large lot. 88,500.00.
Compact living at its best is this 12'X60', 1973,
Atlantic Mobile Home. Central electric heat and
air conddioning. All ready set or could be moved
to your choice of lots. Price of $7,000.00 includes
majoritey of furniture.
An investment in the future are these ten lots in
Croppie Hollow Shores Subdivision for only
$3,900.00.
Country living with city convenience is this six
room, brick home in Fairview Acres Sub-
division. Storm doors and windows, nearly new
roof, carpet, drapes and 9'x10' aluminum
storage house. House in immaculate conditioninside and out! $32,500.00.
Just off of the Lynn Grove Highway and justlisted is this five acres of land sith mobile homeplus side room. Well and septic tank. Beautiful
.building site for that dream home. $12,000.00.
Close to shopping and in good neighborhood isthis seven room brick house at 1301 Sycamore.Storm doors and windows, carpet, drapes,
fireplace. $32,500.00.
In the heart of New Concord is this double lot justwaiting fora,rnobile home. Well and septic tank.$4,000.00.
Lots of living -space can be your for only$29,500.00. Located at 1707 Miller is this twostory, seven room house. Two baths, fireplace,four bedroom, extra storage building.
Near University at 206 Woodlawn and reduced$5,000.00 is this seven room house with stormdoors and windows. Large upstairs could be usedfor efficiency apartment and does have privateentrance. Lots of "new" features for only$30,000.00.
In Cherry Corner area is this 26 acres of landwith fifteen acres tendable. Completely fencedand priced at $14,000.00.
Six room, brick-at 1658 Calloway can be yours forchily $27,000.00. Has carpet, drapes and outside
storage. Nice lot.
Wooded lot near Robertson Elementary School
on Williams Street is featured at only $5,500.00.100'x145'
$26,750.00 is the price of the six room brick home
at 1622 College Farin Road. Carpet, somedrapes, three bedrooms, formal dining and out-side storage.
Within five miles of Murray and overlooking 16thStreet watershed lake is this ten acres of woodedland. Beautiful building site with land.to spare!
$17,500.00.
•
412 South 12% Street
Need help with financing? This Owner willassist! Eight room house, including 22'X24' den,featuring beautiful fireplace. Carpet, drapes,range, dishwasher, one acre of land, within fourmiles of Murray. What more could you want foronly $35,000.00. .
308 Woocilawn is the location of this six roomhouse with storm doors and windows. Kitchenredecorated and bath completely new. On nicelot. $25,000.00.
Three miles south of Reiclland in McCrackenCounty is this 70 acre farm that Owner wouldconsider trading for property in Calloway Coun-ty. Land now rented and making some money.
Would sell for $35,500.00.
Just been professionally cleaned and waiting foryou to move into is the house at 1600 Catalina.Three bedrooms, carpet, drapes, storm doorsand windows, two air conditioners, aluminumstorage building on concrete slab, patio. All foronly $28,000.00.
Located in-Lynn Grove and priced at $29,950.00 isthis three bedroom-brick with central electricheat and air conditioning. Range and exhaustfan, carpet, drapes, outside storage and nicetrees in yard. See it today.
Harvest Hills Subdivision is the location of thislake lot for $1,500.00.
Five room home and furniture at Little RiverEstates can be your purchase for $25,000.00. Ex-
cellant summer home with carpet, balcony andpatio. Let us show it to you'.
A dream come true is located at 1105Gatesborough. Tr -level, eight room house withtwo baths, central gas heat, central electric air,carpet, drape.", range, disposal, dishwasher, andlots of closet space is all your for $48,750.00.
Near Hazel, Kentucky and priced at $8,500.00 isthis five room mobile home with side room on alot 125'x175'. New septic tank in 1973, water bill
$2.00 per month.
Within a mile of the city limits we have 24 acresof land with 17 of this tendable for only $30,000.00.
Would be excellant subdivisioirproperty. Owner
would consider some financing to right person.
On Dr.Douglas road is this five room house withcedar exterior. Located on approximately
acre of land and featuring a half basement, thisproperty is priced at $17,500.00.
Located on Highway 641 South and Green Plains
Chruch Road we have five acres of land for
$8,500.00. Nice home site or excellent business
location.
Got some extra time on your hands? Spend it by
finishing the remodeling started at 206 Barnett in
Hazel, Kentucky. Large, older home with lots of
possabilities. $6,000.00.
Two lots in Lakeway Shores with 110' road fron-
tage. $1,500.00.
Just getting started! Let us show you this
double wide mobile home on 150'x120' lot in
Scenic Acres Subdivision. Part of furniture is in-
cluded at $11,000.00,
Two lots in Croppie Hollow Subdivisin are your
for only $1,650.00.
Waterfront lot in Lakeway Shores. Wooded withelectric and water hook-up paid. $11,500.00.
•
This three bedroom brick with one and a half
baths is located at 1614 Belmont and priced at$33,000.00. Nice family room, carpet, drapes,
range, dishwasher, storm doors, and windows. -
A choice of buys is this redwood, eight tioomhome at Lakeway Shores. Located on two lots
that joins water and featuring large deck andboat storage. Two fireplaces, built-in range and
carpet. $42,500.00.
A dandy summer retreat is this "A" frame atLakeway Shores. Allrfurniture is included at •
price of $10,000.00. Immediate possession.
Need an extra income? Let us show you theduplex at 1704 Dodson. Each side features twobedrooms, living room,kitchen and 'bath. Both
sides new rented. $25,000.00.
Nice lake lot in Bailey Subdivision an CivPreSS.Creek $5,500.00.
Got a mobile home arid need a lot to put it on?How about this one in Conrad Heights Sub-division? Near East Elementary School.100'x190' $2,250.00.
A comfortable income can be yours with the pur-chase of the duplex at 402-404 South 6th. One sidehas six rooms and bath and a half, one side hasfour rooms and bath. Both sides now rented.
Unique with its redwood exterior is the four roomhome with walk-out basement in LakewayShores. Franklin fireplace, storm doors and win-dows, carpet, only yards from Kentucky Lake.$29,500.00.
Just listed are two lots at Keniana Shores for$3,000.00 could be bought seperately.
A dream is passing you by when you miss out onthis seven room house on one and a half acres ofland located on Highway 121 South. Three extralarge bedrooms, two full baths, utility room withlaundry sink and storage, family room withfireplace, kitchen with every convenience, toomany features to mention. Call for your ap-
pointment today!$66,000.00.
Four room house with full, walkout basement onKentucky Lake deep water! Redwood deck andpatio. Located in Pine Bluff Shores and priced at
$32,000.00.
Central gas heat, central electric air, range,dishwasher, carpet, drapes, one and a half baths,three bedrooms and shaded yard are a few of thefeatures found at 1308 Kirkwood. All this for-$32,500.00.
Two lots on small cove with easy water access.
$5,000.00.
Beautiful, wooded, 150'x250' lot in Oaks EstatesSubdivision. The ideal setting for that dreamhouse! $8,750.00.
Nice year around home in Pine Bluff Shores isthis four room house for $15,000.00. Fireplace,drapes, some carpet, stove, refrigerator, patio,porch and located on two lots.
We have 47 acres on Dr. Douglas Road for only$18,000.00. Possession with deed.
Located at the mouth of Blood River andoverlooking Kentucky Lake is this four room cot-tage and furniture for $19,500.00. Fireplace,garage and screened in porch.
Come by Roberts Realty today or call one of their sevencompetant salesmen at their home. They never mindtalking real estate!
'HOYT ROBERTS 753-3924
RAY ROBERTS 436-5650
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1976 HONDA CB 360 T.
Like new. Can be seen at
Kentucky Lake Oil
Company. Call 753-1323.
3Ira .41 . M 31EnE
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1967 CHEVROLET step




F-600 DUMP truck and 3Motorcycle trailer. 197.5
Honda 550 four with axle trailer. Call 436-
windjammer. Call 753- 2261'
2226.
48 Automotive Service
TWO GENERAL tires, 10
x 15 Scramblers. Nearly
new. Call 753-3336 after
5.
POWER LIFT and gate
for truck one ton and up.
Presently installed on 2
ton truck. Used very
little - less than year old.
Cost $2800, $1800 we
install on your vehicle,
$1650 you take off of our
truck and install on
yours. Call 753-4953.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1963 CHE'VY short bed 42




Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
'mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.
1974 FORD van, E-200,
27,000 miles. Call 753-
2967 after 5 p. m.
1974 AMC jeep pickup. 360




1957 CHEVY, 2 door, drag
car, high performance
parts. $1,000. Call 753-
0356.
1974 MAZDA RX 4 station
wagon, excellent con-
dition, 4 speed, radial
tires, must sell. $1850.
Call 965-2818 or 965-4263.






color dark gold, white
interior. Very good
condition. Call 753-2501.













0425.011 up, fleered, reedy to.... Ake peat, yew bead, is
few es SX/0.00. x $upt.241 IA steward, ben rill roast _
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will be closed this Friday and
Saturday. Will reopen Tuesday
May 24.
49 Used Cars & Trucks











wheel, and all power .
$750.00. Call 1-354-6217.
MINT CONDITION. 1954
Nash Farina, 4 door With
46,000 original miles.




steering, power brakes "-TELL THE CABINET TO PREPARE









power and air. Power
windows, AM with 8-
track tape. Has good
tires. .An extra nice




after 6. Must sell.
1967 CHEVROLET it ton
pickup. Automatic
transmission, priced to




goOd condition. Call 753-
3292.
1970 LE MANS Sport




console in floor. Has less
than 56,000 miles, must
see and drive to ap-
preciate this car. Call
after 4:00 p.m. Thur-
sday and Friday, can be





steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103. ,
49 Used Cars t Trucks
1969 FORD TORINO, GT.
_ Four speed 350 clev,
cragers, extra good
condition. Call after 4
p.m. 489-2416.
1971 PINTO, low gas
mileage, good fishing




work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7p. m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks





500. Good condition. $500
or best offer. Call 492-
8128 after 5 P.m.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.
NOTICE
Tuesday, May 31, 1977, will be the last day
to purchase the following City of Murray










Call 753:8721 after 5 p.m.
1976 17La FT. Prowler
travel trailer, self
contained, sleeps 6, with
jacks and battery. Call
436-5359.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
rit,4 Clean used campers.
‘L: Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605,
13' SCOTTY camping
trailer, sink, stove and







school bus, sleeps 5, 3
burner cook top, com-
pact refrigerator,
couch, closet and kit-
chen cabinets. Has 2
speed rear axle and 283
V-8 engine. Price $1200.
Call 492-8149 after 5 p.m.
POP UP CAMPER sleeps




32" CAMPER topper for
long wheel base pickup
- truck. $150. Call 753-
8368.
Licenses may be purchased in the office of
the City Clerk, City Hall Building. Office
Hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
thru Friday and for your convenience the
clerk's office will be open on Saturdays -
May 21 - May 28 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
(Closed Monday May 30 in observance of
Memorial Day)
THE PERFORMANCE TEAM
Plan your real estate needs with the outstanding team at Wilson Insurance and Real Estate
and let one of our six sales representatives assist you in buying or selling your real estate.
Call us for the quality and service you deserve.
202 S. 4th
Al Farrell, Ron Talent. Toni Wells, Ronnie Pea, Barbara Brittain, Wayne Wilson
Wilson [E1
Pt ALTOR*
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
753-3263 Anytime
















rocked. Sand and lime
hauled, Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year




plate and window glass.







ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
'"HOME REPAIR, pain-





work needs call John






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs. ...,









home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after d
p. m. 436-5896. •
ItIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be





















FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal














house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873





Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-071f.",
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.
Call Jimmy and L. W.
Dub i Lyons, 474-2264.
WILL HAUL LIME or









struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.










L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
WILL MOW yards. Call
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HALF ST. Bernard, 10
  • months old. Needs good
home. Call 436-5604.,
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call "153=
4707.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning_ Call 753-
7203.





Beagle, males, 9 months
old. Call 753-7249 after 4
'p.m.










Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nome meal sod *penned ever 20 years. De wet seen controct
kis is fie/sited
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914




moo A.M. RAIN OR SHINE
Saturday, May 21st
AT THE HOME OF THE LATE C.H. EVANS. ON HIGHWAY 121, FAR-





TRACT NO. 15 bedroom, bath,
kitchen, dining room 3 porches
tvg,i
TRACT NO. 23 car garage
apartment with -2 bedrooms
kitchen, living room
ANTIQUES: Roll top desk, round pedestal table, love seat .Jackson
press. iron bed with .brass knobs, dining chairs, pie safe, kitchen
cabinet with sugar bin, glass top tables, cane back rocker, 3 rockers. 6
barrelback chairs, dresser, bureau, 6 ladder back chairs safe, floor
lamps, square' pedestal table, 'beds, chest, '2 tables cut glass lamp,
glassware. 3 trunks, clock, picture frames
MISC. ITEMS: 2 iron kettles, crock pars. quilt box, Coleman stove Ian
terns. old-rag°. old books, bedrd&tl suite, small TV, refrigerator stove
lawn furnithre, like new-hospital bed, hospital lift. gooseneck cane bot.
tom rocker, lots of items too numerous to mention.
TRACT I & II will be sold separately and then offered as a combination.
REAL LSTATE SELLS AT 11:30 AM
TERMS: Real estate 20% down day of sale balance with deed in 30 days -or
personal property cash day of sale










LARRY CLARK Randall Rushing
241 3357 376 5679
s




To Be On Friday
Mrs, Maude J. Holland of
Big Sandy, Tn., died Wed-
nesday at 7:15 p.m. at the
Camden Hospital, Camden,
In She was 78 years of age
and the wife of Joe Holland,
formerly of Murray, who died
May 14, 1975.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Esther Brewer, Big
j.andy, Tn.; sister-in-law,
Mrs. r " Frances Futrell,
Paducah; brother-in-law,
Mary in Holland, College
Farm Road, Murray; four
nieces: four nephews.
Mrs Holland was a member
of the Chapter of the Order of
the Eastern Star and services
by the chapter will be held
tonight AThursday) at eight
p.m. at the chapel of the
Slockdale-McLenn Funeral
Home, Big Sandy, Tn.; where
friends may call.
Funeral . services will be
held at the McRae Chapel
United Methodist Church,
Benton County, Tn., where she
was a member, on Friday at
three p.m. with burial to
follow in the church cemetery.
Dr. Andrew Colley
Dies At Age 69
Dr. Andrew B. Colley, a
native of Farmington, died
unexpectedly Tuesday in
Owensboro where he had been
a practicing physician for
many years. . „ ,
He was 69 years of age and
the son of the late Dr. and Mrs.
L. G. Colley of Farmington.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Loy Lee Colley: and one son,
Xridy-tolleY, Osvensboro; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary H.
Christopher Alexander III of
Roanoke, Va.
Private funeral services are
being held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Townsend
Funeral Home, Dixon, with
burial to follow in the Oak
Grove Cemetery at Dixon.
Mrs. Hicks Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
To Be On Friday
Mrs. Elvis i Hoy D. Hicks
of Canton died Wednesday at
4:30 a.trr. at the Jennie Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville. She
was 84 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Canton Baptist
Church. Born May 27, 1892, in
Trigg County, she was the
daughter of the late George
Compton and Sarah Elizabeth
Rushing - Compton.
Mrs. Hicks is survived by
her husband, Elvis HickS,
Canton: one daughter, Mrs.
Elvira Barrow, Washington,
Ill.; one son, Cleveland Hicks,
Dearborn, Mich.; two sisters,
Mrs. Ella -Boyer, King
William, Va., and Mrs. Esther
Garcia, Daly City, Calif.; two
brothers, G. Euen Compton,
Evansville, Ind., ,and Henr.y
Compton, Wall Oak, Mich.;
four grandchildren; two great
grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with the Rev.
Ronnie Sivells officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Matheny Cemetery in the
Land Between the Lakes.





Church of God at Hardin will
hold its tenth annual
homecoming on Sunday, May
22, with Sunday School at ten
a.m., worthip areleven a
basket dinner at 12:30 p.m.,
and singing at two p.m.
The Dycus' Family from
Paris, Tn., and other special
groups will be featured at the
singing.
The Rev. John Roark,
pastor of the church, invites








Water Quality Recommendations 14-"--"- 
Stock. MarketCommittee Formed To Draft Prices of stock of local interest at noonEDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &4 Times by First of Michigan, Corp , of
FRANKFORT, Ky. APi —
Declaring that the state must
"move forward with some
new and creative minds" to
develop water quality stan-
dards for the commonwealth,
the state's top environmental
official has announced the
formation of a special com-
mittee to draft new
regulations.
Robert Bell, secretary of the





numerous attempts have been
made to draft and adopt
regulations that confirm to
state and federal laws. All the
efforts have failed so far, he
added.
"Water quality standards
are difficult to decide, puz-
zling, open to debate and often
indefinite," Bell said.
He said that in the last year
-alone the state Division of
Water Quality has developed
seven different drafts of water
quality regulations, but all
were deficient in some way,
including the most recent
draft completed six weeks
ago.
Kentucky and all other
states are required by federal
law to write a new set of waler
quality standards. Even
stricter federal standards
become effective in 1983.
Bell said he has taken two
steps that should result in a set
of regulations that will comply
with federal and state law and
protect the waters of Ken-
tucky. They are:
—The appointment of John
Roth as commissioner of the
state Bureau of Environ-
mental Protection. Roth holds
bachelor's and graduate
degrees in chemical
engineering and has had
extensive experience in water
quality. Bell said he told Roth,
whose appointment was made
public earlier this month, that









Bell told the Environmental
Quality Commission (EQC)
that committee members
were chosen on the basis of
legal and, technical knowledge
of the subject; credibility with
the interest group they were
chosen to represent, and
willingness to devote an ex-
tensive amount of time to the
task.
Jackie Swigert, head of




at Jim Fain Motors
ate talking
your language.
"A size for every need. A price for every pocketbook:'
COMPACT
DODGE ASPEN SEDAN.
Its no wonder that the Aspen sedan is such a
success. Besides its appealing price, it has a
smooth ride and nearly as much interior room as
some bigger cars. Drive, then buy or lease, an








feels there is a "sense ot
urgency" about developing
water quality regulations.
Bell said a public hearing
will be held June 22 to gather
information regarding current
standard and what pan be
done to improve them. He said
he hoped the committee would
come up with a new draft of
regulations by this fall.
Roth has been named
chairman of the panel. The
other members are:
—Charles Ferst, repre-
senting the U. S. En-
vironmental Protection
Agency. A professional
engineer, Ferst is coordinator
of the water quality standards




general's office. He is director
of the attorney general's




coal industry. He is cortote
director of environmental
affairs for Island Creek Coal
Co.




manager of group energy
planning, major appliances





He is general counsel and
director of information and




ments and special purpose
districts. Brown recently
retired after serving as
general manager and . chief
staff engineer of sanitation




waterbased recreation. He is
an associate professor in the
University of Kentucky School
of Biological Sciences, and has




is an attorney with the
Appalachian Research and




Johnson told the EQC that
Kentucky's new safe drinking
water regulations will be






"How Do I Know Right
From Wrong" will be the
subject of the sermon by the
.Rev. Dr. William P. Muffins,
Jr., at Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church at 9:45 a.m.
and at South Pleasant Grove
Church at eleven a.m. on
Sunday, May 22. His scripture
will be from I Timothy 1:12-15.
The Church Choir at South
Pleasant Grove will sing the
anthem, "Follovv Me," with
Blondavene Erwin as
director, Olivene Erwin as
organist, and Tommy Gaines
as pianist.
The evening service at
South Pleasant Grove will notbe held due to the bac-
calaureate services at



























A public hearing will be heldon the proposed regulations
June 2, he said.
Johnson said the stateregulations were drafted to
comply with the federal safedrinking water act, effectiveJune 24.
-The surprising thing is that
the safe drinking water act
came so easy to us," Johnson
said—explaining that Ken-
tucky had complied with
federal requirements for
years.
He said federal grants
provided- for under the law
would be a tremendous help to
the states to pay for
specialized engineering help.
He said Kentucky could an-
ticipate receiving more than
A250,000 in federal funds each
year to help implement the
act. 41
Heribiein
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Six Scholarships Awarded
By MSU Business College
Six scholarships, totaling
$1,500, have been awarded bythe College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State
University for the 1977-78
school year, Dr. John A.
Thompson, acting dean, has
announced.
One scholarship of $250 wasawarded to outstanding
students in each of the
college 's six departments. The-recipients are:
Department of Accounting
and Finance: Lisa Anne
-Barriger, a junior fronl Lone
Oak.
' Department of Business
Education and Office
Management: Cindy Diane
Wyman, a sophomore from
Melber.
Department of Economics:
William Butts Appointed To State
General Assembly Board Of EthicsFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The board of Ethics of the
Kentucky General Assembly
has appointed Kentucky State
University President William
Butts as a member.
House Speaker William
Kenton, D-Lexington, named
the KSU head as one of five
citizen members. The board
also has two state senators
and two house members.
Coincidentally, Kenton is
engaged in a struggle for re-
election against Theodore
Berry, a black who recently
called in state Sen. Julian
Bond of Georgia for a speech
at Lexington.
Kenton said his appointment
of Butts, also black, was in no
way related to his campaign.
Butts replaces .Vic Hellard
of Versailles who became
director of the Legislative
Research Commission.
"It's a matter of timing,"
Kenton said after his news
conference. "Had Vic taken
the LRC job in January, I
would have appointed Dr.
Butts at that time."
Kenton praised the KSU
president as "a man of varied
intellectual and civic ac-
complishments. I respect him
greatly as an educator and
gentleman."
Butts told newsmen he is
honored to serve "at a time
when public confidence in our
elected officials is
deteriorating" both in this
state and nationally.
-The major contribution I
can make is to see that
whenever possible the board's
guidelines are adhered to,"
Butts said, adding that "I am
only one member."
The board was created by
the 1974 legislature to
establish standards of conduct
for lawmakers. The 1976
assembly adopted the code of
Opposition To Woman
Foreman Based On Bible
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Garnet Morris Bryant won't
work for a woman foreman,
but it's not because he's op-
posed to women's lib or
anything like that. He says
he's following the dictates of
the Bible.
His opposition to Joyce
Woosley, a foreman of the
Ford Motor Co.'s assembly
line, has been a lonely ordeal.
Bryant has gotten nowhere in
attempts to transfer to
another Ford installation, and
has been unsuccessful in
enlisting support from his
union and the Kentucky
congressional delegation.
Even his church is unable to
back him fully.
"We'll be with Brother
Bryant in any step he makes
righteously," said H. Richard




But Hall noted that full
support might be difficult,
since the church has
"perhaps a thousand lady
ministers," including one who
heads the "mother church" in
Cleveland.
Bryant bases his opposition
on 1st Timothy 2:12, with
Genesis 3:16 and 1st Corin-
thians 11:3 and 14 :34 thrown in
for good measure.
In Timothy, the Apostle
' Paul writes:
"But I suffer not a woman to
teach, nor to usurp over the
man, but to be in silence."
Bryant, 31, has been an
oftlained evangelist of the
United Christian Church for
about a month, and soon will
begin a 90-day leave of ab-
sence from Ford to participate
in missionary work.
But he won't find matters
changed when he returns to
Ford, the company says.
If he still refuses to work for







Fr ee Perking At Am Dew
month's suspension and then
dismissal.
"I'm not trying to be a
hotshot or anything like that.
It's just my firm belief," said
Bryant. "When Jezebel was
running the show, things got
kind of topsy-turvy."
Mrs. Woosley says the
dispute isn't personal.
"I have no reason to be mad
- at him," she said, "but I have
line to run, you know."
DISABLED VETERANS
Murray Chapter No. 50 of
the Disabled American
Veterans will meet Friday,
May 20, at 7:30 p. m. at the
American Legion Hall. All
disabled veterans are urged to
attend, a spokesman said.
ethics drawn up by the board.
The most publicized case
handled by the board to date
involved the role of Sen.
Kelsey E. Friend, Pikeville, in
black lung legislation. The
board absolved him of conflict,
of interest allegations raised
by some news media.




tttstanding citizen has been
chosen.
He displayed mild irritation
at a reporter's question, which
he said implied the board had
not contributed much to the
uplifting of public officials'
morality.
hate to see the tag put on
us as a do-nothing board,"
Gibson said. 'We've done
what we've been expected to
do."
Kenton said that Butts, in
his brief tenure as KSU
president, "has shown a
genuine interest in the
developrrient on the univer-
sity's partnership with state
government."
Butts recently made a tough
speech to all students and
faculty members at his school
here, declaring that the image
of KSU would not be
besmirched by a handful of
rowdies and pledging a crack-
down on all law violations on
the campus.
FLEA MARKET
A flea market will be held by
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women on
Saturday, May 21, starting at
eight a. m. at the church.




Scott, a junior from Eddyville.
Department of Marketing
and General Business: Kathy
Green, a senior from Hick-
man, and
Department of Political
Science and Public Ad-
ministration: Lisa Kuhn, a
sophomore from Centralia, Ill.
A graduate • of Lone Oak
High School, Miss Barriger
graduatedsecond in her class
of 205 in high school, and in her
four semesters at Murray
State has maintained an
academic average of 3.94 of a
possible 4.00.
Miss Wyman finished
second in her class of 60 at
Lowes High School, and since
coming to Murray has
maintained an academic
average of 3.8, while Wilson is
a graduate of Carlisle County
High School,' Bardwell,
graduating in the upper half of
his class.
Scott was valedictorian of
his class of 47 at Lyon County
High School, and in his four
semesters at Murray State
has maintained an academic
average of 3.87.
Miss Green graduated as
the salutatorian of hei class of
75. at Fulton County High
School, and in her six
semesters at Murray State
has maintained a scholastic
average of 3.49.
Miss Kuhn graduated fifth
in a class of 342 at Centralia
High School, and in her fresh-
man year at Murray State has
maintained a perfect' 4.0
academic average. Both she
and Miss Wyman had received
$500 Century Club scholar-
ships for their freshman year





Baptist Church, located 1'1
miles southwest of Coldwater
off Highway 121, will have its
annual homecoming on
Sunday, May 22.
Speaking at the morning
worship set-vice at eleven a.m.
will be the Rev. Jack McClain,
pastor. Sunday School will be
at ten a.m.
Gospel singing will be held
in the afternoon featuring the
Neighbors Quartet of Benton
and other singers.
A basket dinner will be
served at noon, according to a
church spokesman, who in-






A Vote For me Is A Vote For
Effective And Respectable
Low Enforcement
Paid For By The Candidate
Thank You
For making our
First Year at the
Bel-Air Decor Store
so great.
At Western Kentucky's most complete decorating center.As we are told by people from Murray, Paris, Mayfield,Benton, and Paducah, we offer low everyday prices with acomplete decorating service so if you are redecorating orbuilding a new home have your contractor see us for yourevery need. Wouldn't you like to say your new carpet,floor covering, paint, etc. came from the Bel-Air Decorstore.
SPECIAL THIS WEEK!
Interior Paint Exterior Paint (2Gal
96'5
Bathroom accessories - All Marked Down




Open til 8 p.m.
1,...311,,,Wwr.:,ZAAW411MMEWMier,
•
